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ABSTRACT

EMOTION-SCANNING THERAPY:
AN INTEGRATIVE USE OF BIOFEEDBACK AND
COGNITIVE THERAPY IN PAIN MANAGE^U•NT

(February, 1986)

Nancy Erskine, B.A., Indiana University

M.S., Kansas State Univeristy
Ph.D, University of Massachusetts

Directed by: Professor Seymour Epstein

A new approach to the treatment of psychosomatic pain

syndromes is introduced and tested in the present paper.

This method, termed Emot ion -Scanning represents an

integration of principles derived from biofeedback and

cognitive therapy in the treatment of psychosomatic pain

syndromes. The method of Emotion-Scanning constitutes a

holistic approach to pain problems which gives equal

weight to the somatic and psychic factors which contribute

to the pain experience.

To test the effectiveness of Emotion-Scanning

therapy, two groups of pain patients were employed. Both

groups received identical forms of a comprehensive



biofeedback regimen consisting of frontalis

electromyography and peripheral thermometry in conjunction

with specific therapist-guided relaxation training.

During the latter half of treatment, one group received

training in Emotion-Scanning therapy in addition to their

biofeedback therapy. The other group continued with

biofeedback therapy and received contact time with the

therapist to compensate for the added therapy being

provided to the Emotion-Scanning group.

Both groups improved in respect to their daily

emotionality and pain experiences, attesting to the

benefits of a comprehensive course of biofeedback therapy.

The Emotion-Scanning group showed greater improvement than

the biofeedback group in regard to the experience of

pain-related emotions, and were found to have

significantly less pain as well. They also reported

feeling significantly more competent, loveable, likeable,

and integrated at the end of treatment.

A major conclusion arrived at in the present study is

that Emotion-Scanning therapy helps individuals to cope

more effectively with negative emotions. Patients who

received Emotion-Scanning training learned to accept

negative emotions as sources of information about

themselves and the world, and as potentially healthy

VI



motivators of human action. Thus, the experience of

negative emotions became less threatening. This was

manifested behaviorally in terms of a greater capacity for

dealing with the issues underlying patients' daily

emo t ions

.

Emotion-Scanning therapy promises to be a dynamic new

form of therapy which should prove to be of benefit to

pain patients and patients suffering from other

stress-related disorders.

VI 1
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CHAPTERI

INTRODUCTION

The advent of biofeedback therapy has done much to

provide individuals with a means of alleviating pain and

Its associated distress (Brown, 1977; Ford, 1982).

However, while the use of biofeedback modalities has

gained widespread support in pain control, there remains

the question of whether biofeedback should suffice as the

sole therapy of choice in pain control, or whether it

should be used in conjunction with other forms of therapy

(Rickles, Onoda, and Doyle, 1982). An integrative

(multi-modal) approach to pain control is of especial

concern to investigators who view pain as the product of

many determinants, including cognitive and emotional

determinants, as well as physiological ones (Melzack and

Wall, 1965, 1983; Melzack and Perry, 1975; Hartman and

Ainsworth, 1980; Turk, Meichenbaum, and Genest, 1983).

The purpose of the present paper is to propose one

such integrative approach which utilizes the self-study of

emotions in conjunction with the self-study of

physiological reactivity. In the following pages we will

examine the paradigms associated with the two modes of

1
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self-study and, while being cognizant of the differences,

attempt to demonstrate the commonalities as well. By

combining the two therapeutic modes of self-examination it

is hoped that not only will the psychosomatic pain patient

benefit by means of an efficient strategy for controlling

pain and its associated distress, but that our theoretical

understanding of pain and distress will be heightened by

the present focus on the interactive nature of

emotionality and physiological reactivity.



CHAPTER II

THE NATURE OF PAIN AND EMOTION

VIEWS ON PAIN

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Two therapeutic approaches were combined in the

present study. These methods were derived from a careful

study and review of the goals inherent in Cognitive and

Biofeedback therapy. Before we examine the approaches to

be combined in this study, let us explore what is meant by

the terms "emotion" and "pain". These are highly

difficult terras to define, for while we all know that we

experience both emotion and pain, the specific functions

which are called into play and which culminate in one or

the other experience are highly complex. They do not lend

themselves to simplistic descriptions which allow us to

verbally distinguish one from the other such that we could

say, for instance, that pain is a physiological response

and emotion is an affective one. Such descriptions are

meaningless once we acknowledge that all of our

3
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experiences are physiological in origin (simply because we

are living, physiological organisms), and, as Sherrington

(1900) has stated, the "mind rarely, probably never,

perceives any object with absolute indifference, that is,

without 'feeling'... affective tone is an attribute of all

sensation" (p. 974) including pain.

Our attempt to define the terms is further

complicated by the fact that the experiences lend

themselves to different fields of study which often fail

to be interdisciplinary in nature. That is, pain is a

subject of intrinsic interest to neurophysiolog ists , while

emotion as a subject of inquiry finds a natural home among

psychiatrists and psychologists. In consequence, the

physiological language of pain is often difficult to

interpret in psychological ways, while the psychological

language of emotion is not easily translatable into

patterns of physiological response.

2.2 HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE.

During the 19th century, pain was viewed as an

"affective quale — the opposite of pleasure — rather

than a sensation, and emphasized the unpleasant affect (or
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'feeling') that forces the organism into action" (Melzack

and Casey, 1968, p. 423). However, the theoretical

treatment of pain as a psychological variable with a focus

on the roles of affective and motivational processes began

to be overshadowed by the developments in sensory

physiology and psychophysics made in the 20th century.

"Pain" became a sensation, much like vision and hearing,

which specificity theorists believed could best be

understood in terms of directly communicated neural

impulses originating at "pain receptors" and travelling to

a "pain center" in the brain (Sweet, 1959).

The psychological aspect of pain was relegated to the

investigations of psychophysicists who devoted themselves

to formulating psychophysical laws that would relate the

physical intensity of external stimuli to internally

perceived (psychological) intensity. In this way the

psychological aspect of pain was confined to the

perception of stimuli. The experimental approach to the

role of affect and motivation was to treat them as sources

of error to be controlled for. Conceptually they were

considered as "reactions" to pain sensation, rather than

inherent parts of the pain process itself. As Melzack

(1965, 1968) notes, however, the conceptual model of pain

when it is treated as a primary sensation, with cognitive
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and affective processes relegated to the secondary

fails to account for even
position of pain reactions,

simple observations.

For example, Beecher (1959) has observed the

phenomenon of soldiers who completely denied experiencing

pain after having sustained extensive injuries, presumably

because they were so overjoyed at having survived the

battle at Anzio beachhead. Beecher interprets the

phenomenon as meaning that the soldiers blocked only their

reaction to pain, but not the pain sensation itself. He

comments: "A badly injured patient who says he is having

no wound-pain will still protest as vigorously as a normal

individual at an inept venipuncture (injection). It seems

unlikely, therefore, that the freedom from pain of these

men is not to be explained in the basis of any general

decrease of pain sensibility" (Beecher, 1946).

If this is the case, however, we are faced with the

uncomfortable paradox of describing nonpainful pain

(Melzack, et al., 1968). Bettleheim (1979) has also noted

the denial of pain among victims of concentration camps

who were able to so depersonalize their abusive treatment

that they could endure what should have been tremendously

painful without experiencing it as such. Even Pavlov's

dogs have demonstrated the inadequacy of the
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pain-as-sensation model. Pavlov (1927, 1928) found that

dogs who received gradual increments in the intensity of

electric shocks, burns, or cuts, followed consistently by

the receipt of food, eventually responded to the stimuli

as signals for food and failed to show any signs of

feeling pain.

Rather than attempting to explain "nonpainful pain"

by switching from a physiological description of pain

sensation to a psychological description of pain blocking

after the fact, it seems more reasonable to assume that

the input was blocked by cognitive and emotional

activities before it could evoke subsequent cognitive and

affective processes further upstream (Melzack and Wall,

1965).

2.3 A CURRENT VIEW ON PAIN

An important step forward in the understanding of

pain was offered by Melzack and Wall (1965) in their

proposal of the gate control theory of pain. While the

theory itself relies heavily on the physiological evidence

underlying pain experiences, it provides a critically

needed basis for consideration of the cognitive and
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affective dimensions of pain in addition to the more

easily recognizable sensory aspects.

The model is highly complex and will only be briefly

presented here. (The reader is referred to Melzack's and

Wall's 1965 publication of the theory in "Science" for

elaboration of the specific neurophysiolog ical mechanisms

involved.) For our purposes what is important to

understand is the suggestion that afferent activity (i.e.,

neural activity travelling toward the brain such as occurs

in the transmission of external information to central

processing) is modified in the spinal cord by efferent

activity (i.e., neural impulses travelling away from the

CNS) originating in both the spinal cord itself (reflex

withdrawal) and the cortical and limbic structures of the

brain. It is the presence of these spinal mechanisms that

constitute the 'gate control' system.

Wall states:

It is now useful to restrict the term 'gate
control' to the rapidly acting mechanisms that
receive and control the transfer of impulses
from the input afferents to cells that in turn
trigger the various effector systems and that
evoke sensation (1984)

.

There are three primary components that make up the

gate control system: sensory afferents, segmental cells,

and descending controls. Sensory afferents include the
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nociceptive afferents as well as mechanoreceptor s

.

Segmental cells reside in the CNS and serve to "select and

compute combinations of the signals that terminate on them.

Some combinations sum and aid each other whereas others

evoke inhibitions by way of in terneurons" (ibid).

Descending controls, as the term implies, are composed of

higher level inputs which innervate the laminae of the

dorsal horn of the spinal cord, and influences the activity

therein. [1] Descending controls serve to both inhibit and

excite afferent activity. For example, inhibitory effects

of low threshold afferents may promote excitatory effects

of high threshold afferents. In this case, an inhibitory

surround appears to get created which restricts the spatial

and temporal distribution of responses to intense stimuli.

In addition to the immediate effects of descending

[1] The dorsal horn is made up of six liminae and it is
within these laminae that the pertinent interneuronal
connections of the gate control exist. High
threshold, small diameter nociceptors reside primarily
on the marginal layer of the dorsal horn, whereas low
threshold, large diameter mechanoreceptor s terminate
primarily in the deeper laminae. Segmental cells
interconnect with one another and interconnect the
various laminae. Wall states the influence of

segmental cells to be the following: "Each lamina
receives the information computed by the cells dorsal
to it. In this way, the origin of the cell's input,
its receptive field, becomes more and more complex and
subtle in more and more ventral laminae" (1984).
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controls on afferent activity, Wall also addresses
long-term changes in neuronal activity, which is referred

to as connectivity control.

He states:

Signs of prolonged changes are immediately
apparent in the cells in the most dorsal part
of the dorsal horn. The cells of laminae 1
and 2 exhibit the classical brief and rapid
responses to arriving volleys, but they also
show prolonged effects. Some respond over
many seconds or minutes following a brief
stimulus. Others show a striking habituation
in which they respond only to the first
members of a train of repeated stimuli and
remain silent for minutes after their
prelimminary responses. A high proportion of
these cells show an instability of their
receptive fields, so that repeated testing at
five minute intervals shows a variation of
size, shape, and location, which we have
called amoeboid receptive fields (Wall, 1984)

.

Wall confines his evidence in support of prolonged

changes within the CNS to observed changes as a result of

actual damage to peripheral or central nerves. The

important point here is that injuries can produce

widespread changes in terms of the neural activity of other

areas of the body. Thus nerve impulses from normal nerves

can be processed in an abnormal fashion by changed central

structures.

The gate control (and more recently, the connectivity
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control) theory of pain experience addresses specific

interactional effects within the dorsal horn of the spinal

cord that influences the kind of neural impulses reaching

the brain. Explicit in these theories of a gate control

and connectivity control system is the belief that pain is

the joint product of spinal dorsal horn receipt of

(peripheral) sensation and (central) cortical activity

which include cognitive, affective and motivational inputs

to experience. It is, in other words, a dynamic theory of

pain which emphasizes the interactive nature of experience

rather than confining itself to a consideration of the

sequence of components going into an experience.

VIEWS ON EMOTION

2.4 HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

The construct of emotion, like pain, has been

approached from a number of perspectives. Much research

has been devoted to 1) the evolutionary significance of

emotion in enhancing survival, 2) the feeling components

of emotion wherein the experience of emotion is thought to

be equivalent to the bodily changes which transpire in
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response to an event, and 3) the action-oriented bases of

emotion wherein emotion is thought to set up a

predisposition to patterns of response which establish

physiological "readiness". Finally, a number of theorists

have currently begun to focus on emotion as the composite

of a number of factors with special emphasis given to the

kinds of construals which set the process in motion. Let

us consider each of these perspectives in turn.

2.5 The evolutionary perspective on emotion.

Much of the theorizing about emotions, which is not

only explicity incorporated in the present discussion of

evolutionary perspectives, but is implicit in the other

perspectives to be addressed shortly, has been influenced

by the work of Darwin. According to Darwin, behaviors

which are manifest among and across species can best be

understood in terms of their survival value. Behaviors

which have survival value tend to be preserved across

generations because those behaviors increase the

likelihood that the organism will survive long enough to

reproduce, thereby genetically passing on the survival

enhancing instinct or predisposition to progeny.
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Two components of Darwin's theory are particularly

relevant to an understanding of emotion. First, in order

to survive, an organism must have at its disposal a means

of quickly reacting to the stimulus at hand, that is, an

action component of reactivity. Second, it is of survival

benefit to have an expressive component of reaction, such

that the behavior engaged in can increase the likelihood

of specific kinds of reactions on the part of other

responding organisms. For example, if in danger of

attack, it is of survival value to have a response which

not only quickly mobilizes the organism for appropriate

action, but one which can inhibit the attack response in

others; e.g., by appearing larger or more dangerous than

is actually the case.

While Darwin was concerned with both aspects of

survival (i.e., that of setting up appropriate

action-tendencies within the organism, and that of setting

up communicative, or expressive-tendencies geared to

affecting the behavior of others) , in his explicit

writings on emotion he tended to focus primarily on the

expressive component. Much of his writing emphasizes the

commonalities extant across species in the manifest

expression of emotion (Darwin, 1965). For instance, the

baring of teeth to communicate a threat of attack has been
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observed across a large number of species, including man.

Included in his observations of manifest emotion are

descriptions of bodily expression as well, as in, for

example, the expansion of torso muscles and the flaring

out of hair, feathers, or scales (depending on the

species) which add to the effect of largeness.

Following Darwin's lead, a number of researchers have

focused on the expressive components of human emotion.

Usually the research has centered around facial

expressions (e.g., Izard, 1977; Ekman and Friesen, 1975),

although attention has been given as well to bodily

expressions of emotion. The research done on the

expressive component of emotions has done much to further

our understanding of the continuity of emotion across

human and non-human lines. It has emphasized, as well,

the social significance of expression in that the function

of expression is not only to set up a disposition to act

within the organism, but to influence the actions of

others in the vicinity (Izard, 1977)

.

The difficulties with this approach lie in the

following considerations: First, the continuity of "pure"

emotional expression as we move down the phylogenetic

ladder, is not as clear-cut as might at first appear.

Most of the research which has devoted itself to the
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expression of emotion and pointed to the evolutionary

significance of such expression has confined itself to the

investigation of higher primates. When similarities

across primate and non-primate species are pointed out,

the focus normally shifts to comparisons between dogs or

cats and the higher level organisms. It is difficult to

sort out, however, how much similarity actually exists and

how much our perceptions are swayed by our affection for

these creatures that we treat as 'members of the family".

For example, when a dog attacks an intruder to

protect his master, is he feeling 'anger' for the

intruder? My son's puppy is in a stage of development

wherein he viciously barks and attacks my curtains. Is

the puppy 'angry' at the curtains, is he playing (which

would suggest that he is 'happy' not 'angry'), or is the

puppy blindly responding to some baser instinct built into

his system which might be more properly defined in terms

of developmental preparedness without reference to

emot ion

.

Further, a question arises as to the phylogenetic

point at which we stop talking about emotions and confine

ourselves to discussions of 'survival value'. When an

opposum "plays dead", is the animal angry or frightened?

VJhat emotion is manifested by a flounder when it changes
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color? Among these animals at least, (and it can be

argued that the point holds for higher level organisms as

well), the expressive behavior observed has little in

common with "emotion" as we normally use the word.

Finally, as we move to a consideration of human

emotion (and particularly adult human emotion), the

investigation of emotional expression is complicated by

the degree to which learning overshadows instinct. Humans

are capable of both suppressing emotional expression

(thereby appearing to be passive, for instance, when in

fact they are not) , and are capable of expressing emotions

they do not in fact feel (for example, by appearing to be

sorrowful when they are not). Further, in the "reading"

of emotion in others (which, it will be recalled, is an

important function of expression) , humans are likely to

unwittingly 'project' their own feelings onto others such

that they are often more likely to perceive their own

emotions in others rather than what is actually being

communicated. What this means is that the manifest

expression of emotion in humans is too complicated by

other factors to serve as an unequivocal index of

emotional experience.
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2.5.1 The Physiological Basis of Emotion

William James (1890) was one of the first researchers

to emphasize the physiological foundation of emotional

experience. Prior to James, the usual way of thinking

about emotions was to presume that an individual perceives

an event which gives rise to a "feeling" (i.e., an

emotion), which is then followed by various bodily changes

which support the feeling. According to James, this

particular sequence of events is incorrect. Instead,

James proposed that the bodily changes which take place

are a direct consequence of perception of the event that

has transpired and that the feeling of such changes 'is'

the emotion. He stated — "Common-sense says, we lose our

fortune, are sorry and weep; we meet a bear, are

frightened and run; we are insulted by a rival, are angry

and strike. The hypothesis here to be defended says that

this order of sequence is incorrect ... that the more

rational statement is that we feel sorry because we cry,

angry because we strike, afraid because we tremble, and

not that we cry, strike, or tremble, because we are sorry,

angry, or fearful, as the case may be" (James, 1890, pp.

449-450)

.

The inevitable deduction derived from James' view is
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that if an emotion is based on the experience of

physiological states, then there must be different

patterns of arousal to account for each emotion. At the

time of this proposal by James, there were two problems

inherent in the deduction. First, no one had demonstrated

specific patterns of physiological activity in conjuction

with the variety of emotions experienced by animals and

humans alike. Second, even if such patterns did exist,

the theory still did not address the process by which such

patterns come into play.

Schachter and Singer (1962) attempted to overcome

these problems by suggesting that, since autonomic arousal

appears to be activated in a diffuse manner, the

subjective quality of emotional experience, while

intimately tied to arousal states, is derived from the

interpretations that individuals make in response to their

environment. Thus, while the experience of emotion is

still thought to be concomitant with physiological

arousal, their attempt to define the specific quality of

the emotional states emphasized the role of cognition.

The suggestion that cognition plays a role in what

emotions are experienced by individuals is an important

contribution. Unfortunately, the importance of this

contribution was quickly overshadowed by other problems
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inherent in their theory. First, a number of researchers
have pointed out that individuals are normally quite

unaware of the physiological feeling component of emotion

(see, for instance, Jacobson, 1974), thereby bringing into

question the degree to which peripheral bodily changes

instigate the need for cognitive evaluations. (Later, it

will be seen that Cannon, 1929, had also emphasized this

point
.

)

A second point of contention which is more subtle,

but no less important, is the suggestion by Schachter and

Singer that emotional experience proceeds in a sequential

fashion from an autonomic arousal/feeling state to an

interpretation of the circumstances within which the

arousal is experienced to a subjective labeling of the

emotion. Just as we saw in Melzack's evaluation of pain

experiences, the evaluation of a complex construct such as

emotion cannot be completely supported by such sequential

models

.

It will be recalled that researchers who adhere to

sequential models of pain-as-sensation fall into the

uncomfortable paradox of attempting to explain nonpainful

pain. The same kind of paradox (i.e., that of explaining

nonemotional emotion) befalls researchers who adhere to a

sequential model of emotion. A simple example in this
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regard can be found in the literature on grief in which
there are ample descriptions of individuals who manifest a

substantial amount of physiological arousal and who

accurately interpret the circumstances as loss of a loved

one, but who nevertheless report a complete absence of

emotion (see Parkes, 1972, and Harris, 1974, on shock

stages of bereavement)

.

2.5.2 Action-Oriented Perspectives on Emotion

In contrast to a view that emphasizes the role of

physiologically induced feeling states in producing

emotions. Cannon (1927) presented an alternative view

which stressed the action component of emotional response.

Because Cannon's views on emotion have played a major role

in the rationale underlying biofeedback therapy, let us

consider his contributions in some depth. Cannon's theory

grew out of a desire on his part to test out the ideas

presented by James (1890) and Lange, who had independently

arrived at the same conclusion, that emotion is the

awareness of physiological changes resulting from

perception of a situation. Cannon contested the

James-Lange theory, as it came to be called, based on the
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following facts:

1) Sherrington (1900) and Cannon (1927) showed

experimentally that the ablation of visceral and

sympathetic feedback to the brain did not prevent their

experimental animals from exhibiting typical reactions of

anger, fear, and pleasure.

2) Cannon pointed out that a variety of stressful

stimuli tend to produce the same kind of physiological

reaction. For example, fear and rage tend to produce the

same kind of visceral changes as is witnessed in fever

states and as is produced by exposure to cold and

decreases in oxygen. As Cannon points out, not only are

many physiological reactions too diffuse to allow us to

distinguish between various emotions, but their

generalized quality does not even allow us to distinguish

between emotional states and other stressors which are

more properly defined in non-emotional terms.

3) In relation to his first criticism. Cannon points

out that the viscera are relatively insensitive structures

when it comes to responding to such forms of stimulation

as cutting, burning, tearing, etc., thereby bringing into

question the degree to which visceral stimulation could

evoke a recognition of specific emotional states.

4) Despite the information provided by visceral
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stimulation, the time required for neural impulses to

travel from visceral sites of stimulation to cortical

areas of excitation is too slow to warrent postulating a

physiological to cognitive sequential basis of emotion.

5) Finally, Cannon pointed out that

experimentally-induced changes in visceral activity does

not necessarily produce emotional reactions. Thus, for

example, while injections of adrenalin is bound to produce

substantial physiological reactivity, such reactivity does

not invariably result in the emotion of fear.

The extent to which Cannon's objections to the

James-Lange theory are valid can be questioned. The

James-Lange theory essentially refers to the feeling

component of emotions, which is stated to be based on

physiological states. Physiological states represent a

broad spectrum of human reaction, and was not confined by

James to the visceral or autonomic activity referred to by

Cannon. Nevertheless, the importance of Cannon's work

lies in the alternative theory which he developed and the

implications of this theory for the way current

researchers are likely to conceptualize the relationship

between bodily and psychic events.

According to Cannon, the thalamus is central to

emotional experience. The thalamus is innervated by both
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sensory and cortical neurons. In turn, thalamic neurons

innervate muscles and viscera, as well as the cortex by

direct connection and by irradiation (Cannon, 1927).

Cannon's work was expanded upon by Bard (1928), who found

that "sham rage", which is induced in cats by

decortication, is abolished by extirpation of the

thalamus, thereby suggesting this area to be essential for

the expression of emotional behavior in addition to its

felt experience and associated bodily changes.

Beyond Cannon's explicit exposition of brain

structures involved in emotion, what was especially

appealing about his theory was his reinterpretation of the

significance of peripheral changes in physiology (Cannon,

1929) . Rather than supposing that the awareness of

peripheral physiological changes is the emotion, as

suggested by James, he pointed out that bodily experiences

associated with acute emotion represent the by-product of

sympathetic nervous system activity which is activated at

times of "flight or fight" responses. Conversely, the

parasympathetic nervous system, he suggests, functions to

conserve and store bodily reserves, thereby preparing the

body for optimal reaction to stress on later occasions.
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2.5.3 Implications for Understanding Psychosomat izat ion

The importance of Cannon's theory of emotion is

two-fold. First, it is a theory of adaptive response,

which transcends the mainly definitional approach taken by

James. Second, it has important implications for the

understanding of psychosomatic illness. One can readily

see how an adaptive response that would prepare one for

fighting or fleeing from a momentary adversary can become

maladaptive when the response is activated and prolonged

beyond its usefulness, or even in the absence of any real

threat.

One of the signposts of human evolution points to our

capacity for over-reacting to things which exist only in

the "mind's eye." Often, what is threatening to a human

does not constitute a danger to life or limb, but rather

constitutes a danger to one's beliefs about onself, or the

world (Freud, 1959; Parkes, 1975; Epstein, 1976). In

consequence, through cognitive re-act iviat ion of arousing

events, humans are often activiating the flight-fight

response in the absence of real danger, and/or prolonging

autonomic nervous system activity beyond the point that

real danger persists. As Selye (1956, 1976) notes, if the

autonomic nervous system is continually over-reacting, the
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result could be causally related to the onset of some

psychosomatic disorder.

In line with this thinking, there are three pathways

available to therapists interested in treating

psychosomatic illness. One way is to teach individuals

how to obtain control over their autonomic nervous system

reactivity. Prior to the advent of biofeedback

techniques, such an approach was deemed to be unrealistic

for, as the name "autonomic" suggests, such responses were

thought to occur outside the control of individuals.

Another way is to treat the psychological responses that

mediate psychosomatic illness. This is, of course, the

preferred avenue among psychotherapists who view the

psyche as the critical element involved and who, following

the tradition of psychoanalysis, attempt to trace the

propensity for maladaptive responses back to its psychic

origins . The third way is to treat the physiological

manifestations of psychosomatic illness with medication or

surgery, the preferred method of treatment among medical

practitioners who are primarily concerned with the

sensation of pain experienced by the individual and who

might know little of its psychological genesis.

Once it became apparent that through the process of

mechanically feeding back to an individual analog
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information related to his physiological activity that the

individual could learn to control his physiological

response, a whole new meaning was given to Cannon's

theory. Not only could we understand the onset of

psychosomatic illness through the analogy derived from the

flight-fight response theory, but we could provide a means

of therapeutic intervention wherein the individual could

be taught to control autonomic arousal activity (thereby

negating its ailment effects and obviating the need for

further intervention)

.

Since that time, researchers have pointed out that

the one-sided view that autonomic nervous discharge is

'bad' and reduced arousal 'good' is simplistic and not

borne out by the facts (Stoyva, 1976; Holroyd and Appel,

in print). Nevertheless, the result was that in the early

days of biofeedback a great deal of research was devoted

to defining and specifying the parameters of self-control

and was aimed at reducing arousal states associated with a

number of disorders. What was forgotten or neglected by

many researchers in biofeedback was the role of input of

psychological activity in the manifestation of

psychosomatic ailments. Hence, beyond generalized

relaxation procedures (geared toward the indirect control

of autonomic nervous system activity) , and the feedback of
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specific physiological indices of autonomic nervous system

activity as well as pertinent skeletal muscle control, the

exploration into more specific 'psychic' influences has

been pretty much neglected.

It is as if, in our enthusiasm for control over

heretofore uncontrollable features of human reactivity, we

have forgotten the other feature of human response —
namely, that humans Think. Our physiological responses

(be they autonomic or otherwise) are not merely the

product of instinctively-induced reactions to danger, but

are also a product of cogni tively-induced appraisals. It

is, in fact, the cognitive dimension of fight-flight

responses which serves as a foundation for the onset of

psychosomatic ailment. That is, the organism is perceived

to have an essentially adaptive form of physiological

response which becomes maladaptive due to its utilization

in non-dangerous situations. As Epstein (1982) has noted,

the danger that humans normally encounter is related to a

threat to the self-concept rather than a threat to life or

limb.
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2.6 CURRENT VIEWS ON EMOTION

From the foregoing discussions it is perhaps apparent

that cognition plays an implicit role in both the

James-Lange and the Cannon-Bard theories of emotion. in

the first case, the rudimentary cognitive process of

perception is implicated in the receipt of external

stimuli and the emotion is presumed to consist of the

physiological changes that ensue. Schacter and Singer

later elaborated on the role of cognitive processes by

suggesting that it is the interpretation of the surrounds

within which the diffuse physiological changes are

occurring that provides the particular quality of various

emotions. In the second case, basing his work on Cannon's

theory, Seyle implicated cognitive processes in emotions,

and particularly in stress disorders, by pointing to the

intensification and prolongation of autonomic arousal as a

result of maladaptive appraisals of danger.

Thus, the suggestion that cognitive processes play a

role in emotional reactivity is not new. However, the

central focus which has been given to cognitive processes

by more recent theorists is. Further, the theorists we

will be dealing with have taken a more comprehensive view

of emotion and its implications for physical and mental
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in
health. The comprehensiveness of the views inherent

the recent theories of emotion with a cognitive

orientation can be seen in the two following definitions

provided by Lazarus and Epstein.

According to Lazarus "Emotions are complex, organized

states (analogous to, not the same as, syndromes [see

Lazarus et al., 1970]) consisting of cognitive appraisals,

action impulses, and patterned somatic reactions. Each

emotion quality (e.g., anger, anxiety, joy) is

distinguished by a different pattern of components, which

is what urges the analogy to a syndrome. Moreover, the

three components of emotion are subjectively experienced

as a whole, that is, as a single phenomenon as opposed to

the separate and distinct responses. When one component

is missing from the perception the experience is not a

proper emotion although it may contain some of the

elements" (1980, p. 198).

According to Epstein (1982) a primary emotion can be

defined as "a complex physiological and behavioral

response pattern that is common to higher order animals,

including humans, and that is associated with a specific

action tendency, a specific state of receptivity to

stimulation, a specific pattern of physiological arousal

that is supportive of the other states, and often with a
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specific pattern of expressive behavior" (p. 18). m
addition, Epstein has made note in personal communications

with the present author that a comprehensive definition of

emotion should also include its affective or feeling

component

.

The inclusion of a feeling component in the

definition is important because it distinguishes affect

from emotion by noting that the former is a component of

the later. Healy, Bronner and Bowers suggest, affect is

"a feeling tone, a pain-pleasure accompaniment of an idea

or mental representation. It is not the same as emotion;

for example the emotion of rage may be either painful or

pleasurable" (1930, p. 132).

Epstein notes that while he does not explicitly refer

to cognition in his definition, he nevertheless regards

cognition as "intimately associated with human primary

emotions, and even, very likely, in rudimemtary form,

with animal emotions." He notes further — "The extent to

which cognition is involved in emotion depends on one's

definition of cognition. If it is assumed that cognition

can be inferred from the existence of complex integrated

behavioral tendencies that are flexibly adapted to

situational demands, then the existence of cognition in

emotion is implicit in my concept of emotion as a complex,
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flexibly organized action tendency" (p. 100). On the

other hand, "Averill defines emotion as a syndrome

consisting of behavioral, cognitive, and autonomic

components, no one of which is essential" (p. 99) .

Whether or not cognition should be considered as an

inherent part of emotion as suggested by Lazarus, as a

non-essential part of emotion as suggested by Averill, or

as a mediating reaction that instigates emotion as

suggested by Epstein, constitutes an ongoing debate. What

is important for the present purposes is to note the

importance of cognition in present day attempts to

understand emotion.

In the above definitions it can be seen that

attention has been paid to all of the facets of emotion

which were emphasized by Darwin, James, and Cannon; e.g.,

the expressive components stressed by Darwin, the

physiological basis of emotion addressed by James, and the

adaptive quality of the response emphasized by Cannon.

In addition, the above theorists have provided a

framework within which to better understand and approach

the phenomenon of emotional experiences in clinical work.

For example, Lazarus states that individuals experience

stress when they perceive a discrepancy between externally

and/or internally imposed demands and the resources
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available for meeting those demands. From Lazarus-

perspective, cognitive processes or "appraisals" play an

important role in both the initiation of a stress reaction

(i.e. in the appraisal of demands) as well as in the

initiation of action-tendencies (i.e., in the appraisal of

coping strategies)

.

It should be noted that he makes no assumptions

regarding the consciousness of such appraisals, and states

that "Cognitions remain an inferential variable, and there

are limits to the certainty with which we can determine

the particular cognitions a person is experiencing" (Coyne

and Lazarus, in print, p. 16). Nevertheless, by focusing

attention on certain categories of reaction (e.g., in

determining whether the initial or "primary" appraisal is

one of threat or challenge), as well as on certain

categories of coping strategies (e.g., in determining

whether the "secondary" appraisal is geared toward direct

action or intellectualization) , he suggests a theoretical

framework which has obvious implications for therapeutic

intervention.

Epstein also has provided an elaborate theoretical

framework within which to better understand and approach

emotional reactions from both a research and clinical

perspective. According to Epstein, individuals formulate
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implicit theories of reality that consist of sub-theories

related to both "self" and "world". He postulates three

functions served by a personal theory of reality — to

maintain a favorable pleasure-pain balance, to assimilate

the data of experience into a coherent conceptual system,

and to optimize the level of self-esteem. Individuals

experience stress, or anxiety, when they are confronted

with information that threatens their self or world

assumptions. The fundamental assumptions that individuals

carry with them serve as a critical element in

understanding the manner in which persons cope with

stress

.

As an example, behaviors which can be accurately

diagnosed as maladaptive from another's perspective, can

also be understood as a necessary means for the individual

in question of maintaining the integrity of his or her

personal theory of reality. Justice cannot be done to the

elaborateness of this theory in the present discussion and

the reader is referred to the following papers for greater

elaboration — (Epstein, 1973, 1980; Epstein and Erskine,

1983) . What is important at present is to understand how

emotions and cognitive processes, or "construals" can be

examined in order to provide a clearer understanding of

why an individual is behaving as he or she is, and how we
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can help the person to intervene via the newer, adaptive

strategies employed in order to enhance physical and

mental health. In the following chapter we will explore

two different therapies — biofeedback and cognitive

therapy — which are concerned with the physical and

mental health of an individual. Following this, we will

then present an integrative use of the two therapies in

the form of what I have labelled as "Emotion Scanning".



CHAPTER III

THE NATURE OF COGNITIVE AND BIOFEEDBACK THERAPY

COGNITIVE THERAPY

3.1 PRECONSCIOUS PROCESSING

Beck (1976) has noted the importance of evaluating

the preconscious processing of events, (or, as he refers

to them, the evaluation of "automatic thoughts"), in

gaining a more precise knowledge of the emotions and

events which influence an individual's physical and mental

well-being. An incident which Beck reports will

illustrate the meaning and complexity of preconscious

processing. In his past work as a psychoanalyst he

frequently taught his patients to freely associate by

reporting everything that entered the mind without

censorship. He states that his patients became quite

adept at the technique but that in the course of his

practice he began to suspect that certain kinds of

ideation were not being reported. While there is no

dearth of psychoanalytic literature suggesting such

35
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omissions, Beck felt strongly that the omissions were not

necessarily the result of resistance or defensiveness on

the part of the patient. His suspicions became more

founded in his dealing with one patient who was freely

associating a great deal of hostility toward him. when,

during a pause. Beck asked the patient what he was

feeling, the patient stated that he felt very guilty. As

Beck states:

According to the conventional psychoanalytic
model, there was a simple cause-and-ef fect
relation between his hostility and guilt; that
is, his hostility led directly to guilty
feeling. There was no need, according to the
theoretical scheme, to interpose any other
links in the chain. But then the patient
voluntered the information that, while he had
been expressing anger-laden criticisms of
(Beck) , he had also had continual thoughts of
a self-critical nature. He described two
streams of thought occurring at about the same
time — one stream having to do with his
hostility and criticisms, which he had
expressed in free association, and another
that he had not expressed. He then reported
the other stream of thoughts — 'I said the
wrong thing... I shouldn't have said that...
I'm wrong to criticize him... I'm bad... He
won't like me... I'm bad... I have no excuse
for being so mean'

.

The above example demonstrates that the free

association technique which was formulated by Freud as a

means of bringing into consciousness unconsious thought

processes, may be tapping into a much larger dimension of
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experience than is normally suspected (see Epstein, 1982,
on models of psychic functioning for elaboration on this
point.). Here the patient was able to eventually bring

into consciousness not one but two coherent streams of

thought. In fact there are three levels of attention which

can be pointed to ~ 1) the hostilty which was verbally

expressed during the free association, 2) the guilt-ladden

evaluation which the patient made in regard to his own

criticisms, and 3) a consciously imposed "behavioral set"

which set the patient up for being a "good patient" by

reporting his hostility, but simultaneously put him into

conflict, for in order to be a "good" patient he had to be,

in his mind at least, a "bad" person.

3.1.1 Features of Preconscious Processing

Beck goes on to note a number of features which

reflect the quality of preconscious thought patterns.

First, they tend to be fairly specific and discrete,

rather than vague and unformulated thought patterns, which

arise in a, more-or-less , telegraphic style. That is,

rather than experiencing the self-communication as

complete verbal sentences, the thoughts consisted of a few
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no

more

essential words that provide meaning to the thought.

Second, he suggests that they tend to be relatively

•autonomous,' that is, that the patient makes little or

effort to initiate the thoughts (and, in fact, in

disturbed cases, patients find them difficult to "turn

off") .

Third, he suggests that the thoughts are generally

accepted by patients as being plausible or reasonable,

even though they may appear "strange" to someone else. He

states, "...the patient often tended to believe the

unrealistic thoughts even though he had decided during

previous discussions that they were invalid. When he took

time out to reflect on their validity or discussed their

validity with me, he would conclude they were invalid.

Yet, the next time that he had the same automatic thought,

he would tend to accept it at face value ." (pp. 36-37)

.

Finally, he notes that many of the thoughts that are

most powerful and repetitive tend to be highly reflective

of the patient's own problem areas, as well as having

shared characteristics with other patients having the same

diagnosis. Thus, training individuals to become more

aware of their "internal dialogue" (as Plato called it)

becomes an important therapeutic tool. But how do we

train individuals to do this?
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One way is to use free association techniques, but to

instruct individuals to note the internal reactions they

are having to their verbalized associations, as Beck has

done. In a sense, individuals are encouraged to focus on

the construals of their construals, somewhat akin to

Lazarus' primary and secondary appraisals, but set within

the context of a stream of consciousness rather than

within the context of reacting to a single event.

3.2 THE SELF STUDY OF EMOTIONS

Another way is through the study of emotions, as

Epstein has done (1982). Epstein's technique has been to

have a number of individuals record, on a daily basis,

their most positive and negative emotion over the course

of thirty days. Because his research interests have been

geared toward understanding the ways in which individuals

construe the events leading to their emotional

experiences, he has had subjects focus on the peak of

their emotions in reporting them.

Through the course of interviewing these subjects, I

have found that whether an individual has truly found the

"peak" of an emotion is less important than making sure
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the individual has chosen a specific moment. He or she

can then clearly define what was occcuring in the

environment at that time and can enumerate more easily the

automatic thoughts and images they conjured up in

response. The rapidity with which such automatic thoughts

occur is undoubtably one of the reasons why they so often

remain on a preconscious level. Thus if one is interested

in these construal processes, it is important to have

subjects break down their larger emotional experiences

into smaller, more discrete and manageable parts.

3.2.1 Therapeutic Implications

The method of having individuals focus on the peak of

their emotional experiences has provided Epstein with a

substantial amount of data related to the implicit and

discrete cognitions preceding primary emotional

experiences. In addition, subjects have communicated a

number of benefits which they have derived from their

participation in the study. These benefits have obvious

therapeutic implications and therefore they are summarized

here

:

1) The process of attending to one's own emotionality
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encourages persons to become more attuned to the patterns
of their responsivity. Some persons discover that they

are much happier than they had previously thought, and

others find that they are more angry or sad than they had

realized. Still others discover a surprising lack of

emotional reaction. Subjects often express an

appreciation in regard to their self-study for regardless

of whether the finding is positive or negative, subjects

usually emerge with a clearer perspective on their overall

emotional responses.

2) Patterns of predominant emotional reaction have

importance when viewed in conjunction with the underlying

cognitions associated with them. As a subject becomes

more aware of his/her own internally-produced messages,

he/she may become aware of what Epstein has referred to as

the fundamental postulates of his or her personal theory

of reality. For example, one subject may become aware of

a tendency to respond to criticisms with preconscious

thoughts suggestive of rejection while another may find a

tendency to respond with thoughts suggestive of control.

3) A distinction made between objective and

subjective stimulus events has encouraged a number of

subjects to assess their emotional reactivity in terms of

its appropriateness. Appropriateness in this context is
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defined in terms of two relevant aspects of the

self-examination. The first aspect is concerned with the

reality basis of the reaction, while the second aspect is

concerned with the intensity of the reaction.

Awareness of the "subjective link" between external

events and emotional response allows subjects to determine

if they are responding to something which is, in fact,

actually present (e.g., if one is truly being "attacked",

"rejected", etc.). If they determine that they are

misconstruing an event, they have the option of trying to

change their distorting construals. If they determine

that they are accurately interpreting an event, they have

the option of adjusting their construals such that they do

not over-react (or under-react) to the situation at hand.

The verbal and written comments made by subjects in

regard to their evaluations of the research project has

led to the conclusion that the process of recording

discrete emotional experiences on a daily basis can prove

to be of benefit to the individuals involved.

3.3 ANCILLARY TECHNIQUES

Other techniques which help an individual to become
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aware of the preconscious link between events and emotions

include the following procedures employed by Beck (1976)

:

1) Alternative Therapy: Alternative therapy consists

of discussing with the patient alternative explanations

for experience. In the case of a depressed patient, the

patient may reveal a systematic negative bias in his/her

interpretations. By considering other alternative

explanations. Beck states that the patient is "enabled to

recognize his bias and to substitute more accurate

interpretations" (Beck, 1976, p. 273).

The same technique holds for discussing with a

patient alternative ways of dealing with problems or

situations. By discussing alternative ways of dealing

with problems the "patient finds solutions that he

considered insoluble. He also realizes that options he

had discarded may be viable and can lead him out of his

dilemma" (Beck, 1976, p. 273). While not specifically

addressed by Beck, it would also be hoped that systematic

expectations about oneself or the world would begin to get

'revealed'. As the patient recognizes his bias in this

area he can opt for substituting more adaptive

expectations; on occasion, ones he never even thought of.

2) Cognitive Rehearsal: The object here is to

delineate the problems which deter a patient from carrying
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out necessary tasks. The patient is instructed to imagine
going through the steps involved in a specific activity,
and to report any obstacles which are anticipated and the

conflicts that are aroused in consequence. The conflicts,

or blocks, then become the focus of the therapist/patient

discussion.

3) Homework Assignments: There are many homework

assignments in cognitive therapy. Many of the assignments

are behavioral in nature. That is, the patient is

required to engage in certain tasks that will enable him

to put into practice his newly acquired "cognitions"

gained in the office. Some of these tasks may be designed

as a means of providing experiences which will help alter

the patient's faulty beliefs about him or herself; e.g.,

by employing success therapy. Some of the tasks are

written assignments which are designed to break through

the "blind spots" in a patient's belief system. For

example, a depressed patient may quickly forget all the

pleasures and success experiences he encounters in a day,

and remember only the negative experiences he has had.

Thus, in this homework assignment the patient is

instructed to keep a running account of his activities and

to mark down "M" for each mastery experience and "P" for

each pleasure experience.
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The homework assignment which is of specific concern
in the present discussion is the log of automatic thoughts

which Beck requires of patients. m this log the patient

writes down a negative cognition in one column and the

rational response in another column. In using this log, a

specific problem area has already been decided upon which

is consistent with the patient's diagnosis. So, for

instance, in a depressed patient some of the target areas

may include inactivity, withdrawal, and avoidance. In the

patient's log, he would be expected to write the negative

cognition in column one and the rational response in

column two (See Table 1 for an example)

.

Table 1

Patient's log of negative and rational cognitions

Negative Cognition Rational Response
1. Too tired or weak 1. What lost by trying
2. Pointless to try 2. Has passivity been good?
3. Will feel bad if active 3. Will feel bad if passive
4. Will fail at anything 4. How do I know that if I

refuse to try?

(Table adapted from Beck's "The Target Approach to

Depression" .

)

A variation on the logging procedure can also be used

when no target behavior has been specified. In this
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procedure, the patient uses three columns. Column 1 is

used to describe the eliciting event that produced the

unpleasant feeling, column 2 the negative automatic

thoughts, and column 3 the corrective response. Table 2

provides an example of this procedure based on an event

recently reported in this office.

In all the above procedures, an attempt is made (some

direct and some indirect) to help the patient identify

his/her automatic thoughts. The most direct training

involves having the person observe and make note of the

sequence of external events and his or her spontaneous

reaction to them. Sometimes the automatic thoughts are

very conscious and easy to report, such as in the example

provided in Table 2. Sometimes the automatic thoughts are

not on the surface of an individual's awareness, and

he/she has to be told to pay very close attention to the

gap which exists between the occurrence of an event and

the ensuing emotional response.
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Table 2

Log of events, thoughts, and corrective responses

Eliciting Event Automatic Thought Correction

I honked my horn
for a friend and
a woman screamed
at me to stop.

l.Who the hell
does she think
she is?
2 .She can' t talk
to me like that!

l.She must have
had a bad day
to be so angry.
2. She can talk
however she wants,
but I don' t have
to respond.

3.4 RATIONAL EMOTIVE THERAPY

An approach which Ellis uses (1973) to explain this

gap to a patient can be demonstrated in a procedure which

he refers to as the "ABC" sequence. "A" is the

"Activiating experience" and "C" is the upsetting

emotional "Consequence". "B" is the gap, or "Belief" in

the patient's mind. The "B" part of the sequence serves

as the bridge between "A" and "C". Ellis explains to the

patient that he or she wrongly believes that "A" (e.g.,

being rejected) causes "C" (e.g., depression). He avers

that if this were the case, then everyone who has ever

been rejected would feel depressed, but we know that is
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not so. Therefore inbetween the activating experience and
the emotional consequence, something else is taking place

at "B", in the patients belief system. He then elaborates

upon his system by making a distinction between rational

beliefs (rB) and irrational beliefs (iB). A rational

belief is one which 1) increases happiness and minimizes

pain, and 2) is related to observable, empirically

verifiable events. An irrational belief is one that

"cannot be supported by any empirical evidence and is

inappropriate to the reality that is occurring, or that

may occur, at point A" (Ellis, 1973, p. 57). Togo

further, Ellis states that Rational Beliefs result in

Rational or Reasonable Consequences, and that Irrational

Beliefs result in Irrational or Inappropriate

Consequences.

Like Beck, Ellis has patients perform homework

wherein they keep track of their emotionally upsetting

experiences. Rather than using the 3-column method

employed by Beck, however, the format of the log follows

from his "ABC" assumptions of human psychology. Thus the

person notes the "Activity, Action, or Agent" that was

disturbing. He then notes both his Rational and

Irrational Beliefs about the "A" portion of the log. From

there, the patient records the rational and irrational
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consequences of his respective rational and irrational
beliefs. The method may also be extended to recording the

"D" of the now "ABCD" sequence, which consitutes Disputing

the irrational beliefs, and to recording the "E" of an

"ABCDE" sequence wherein the individual makes note of the

Effect of his disputing of the "B" and "C" portions of his

protocol. These protocols can then become the material

for office discussions. As Ellis states,

"rational-emotive therapy largely employs direct

philosophic confrontation " (1973, p. 60), although like

Beck, he uses behavioral techniques as well.

3.4.1 Regarding Philosophical Principles

A question arises however, as to whose philosophy we

should use as a baseline for patient confrontation. While

no single philosophy has emerged from cognitive therapies,

there are a number of cognitive or "philosophical"

principles which most therapists would agree with:

1) Following Horney's observations on the "tyranny of

the shoulds", most would agree that individuals are better

off if they avoid extreme "should" statements in their

lives; (e.g., I "should" be financially successful";
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he/she "should" love me, etc.).

2) Most would also agree that demands and commands
are often a source of distress. While "should" statements

are easily observed due the frequency with which we employ

the word, demands and commands must often be inferred from

an individual's comments. For example, a husband may not

say "I demand that my wife have dinner on the table by 5

p.m." but he might say "I want my wife to have dinner on

the table by 5 p.m." and the demand is inferred from the

emphasis he places on the word "want", from the quality of

his voice, the look in his eye, from the context of the

communication, etc.

3) Another general principle concerns what Ellis

refers to as "catastrophiz ing" . Individuals may

communicate to themselves and to others that various

events are not only "unfortunate", but that they are

"catastrophic". Whether the therapist prefers the word

"catastrophizing" or refers to these communications as

"alarmist" reactions , or over-reactions, the result for

the individual is regrettably commonplace and the same.

He or she creates great turmoil within him or herself, as

well as in those in the environment, and usually arrives

at little by way of discovering a solution to the problem.

4) Over-generalization is another tendency that
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cognitive theorists would deem as problematic. For

example, a student who has failed a test might conclude

that not only did he/she not study hard enough, but that

he/she is a stupid, worthless person who has no right to

expect anything good out of life.

5) Another cognitive principle taken from Ellis

includes not taking oneself too seriously. This principle

is more or less a combination of catastrophiz ing and

overgeneralizing. It is not meant to suggest that the

individual, per se, is not important. The principle

refers to the tendency of placing too much importance on

tasks in our lives, on specific physical features of our

bodies, on attributes of our personalities, and the like.

Thus, it is emphasized and hopefully comes to be

accepted that it is 'okay' not to be perfect at every

task, not to have a perfect body, and not to have a

perfect personality. In fact, as Ellis would say, it is

unreasonable and irrational not to believe otherwise.

6) A final principle that most cognitive theorists

emphasize is that there is no inherent virtue in

"suffering for the sake of suffering", and that feeling

happy is a good and desirable state of being.

These principles, taken in part or in whole, do not

necessarily stand at the forefront of a therapist's
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approach to a patient. That is, the object of therapy is

not to gain philosophical converts, but to deal with the
patient as an individual with specific kinds of problems.

Thus, the principles serve as a backdrop against which

various modes of maladaptive behavior can be understood

and addressed.

3.5 ASSUMPTIONS OF COGNITIVE THERAPY

The means by which any given principle may be

addressed differs from one cognitive therapist to another,

as is apparent from the number of techniques devised.

Apart from varying approaches, the principles of cognitive

therapy also serve as a backdrop for appreciating the

assumptions of cognitive therapy, which consist of the

following

:

1) Underlying every emotion there is an implicit

cognition,

2) Underlying maladaptive emotions are maladaptive

cognitions.

3) Adaptive cognitions and corresponding maladaptive

emotions cannot co-exist.

Given these assumptions, the main focus in cognitive
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therapy is to pinpoint for a patient his/her distorting

(maladaptive or irrational) cognitions and to teach the

patient to substitute corrective (adaptive or rational)

responses. A problem that arises in cognitive therapy is

in getting patients to 'experience' adaptive cognitions.

As Beck notes, a patient may acknowledge over and over

again in a discussion with the therapist that a given

cognition, or automatic thought, is maladaptive, but

nevertheless continue to react to events with the same

maladaptive thoughts and emotions outside the office. It

is for this reason that cognitive therapists assign

various at-home tasks to the patient; i.e., so that the

patient can "try on" his new cognitions and begin to

experience them on more than an intellectual level.

BIOFEEDBACK THERAPY

3.6 THERAPEUTIC CONCERNS

Like cognitive therapists , b iofeedback therapists vary

somewhat in specific emphases placed within biofeedback

therapeutic regimens. There are, however, a number of

components which appear to be common to all who utilize
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this method of self-regulation. Initially there is a

discussion with the patient regarding symptomatology and

the reasons for coming to treatment. As in most

therapeutic endeavors, including cognitive ones, a careful

history is taken. In the case of psychosomatic pain,

included in the history is an evaluation of the pain or

stress experience. Often this phase of treatment is

utilized as a screening device to determine if the patient

is a good candidate for biofeedback therapy and should be

conducted by medical personnel sophistocated in

distinguishing stress related pain from pain of organic

etiology (Erskine, 1983). For obvious medical, ethical

and legal reasons, one would not want to rely solely on

biofeedback techniques for the alleviation of pain or

stress when the discomfort is the result of disease

processes, such as brain tumors, or cancer.

3.7 TREATMENT REGIMEN

If the patient is an appropriate candidate for

biofeedback therapy the regimen normally follows three

phases:

1) Teaching the patient to be aware of specific
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physiological reactions; e.g., .oscular tension,
peripheral vasoconstriction, heart rate, blood pressure,
EEG activity, and the like, depending on the focus of the

specific training to be employed.

2) Teaching the patient voluntary control over the

physiological response by means of (a) feedback from the

various systems attended to; (e.g., teaching the patient

to lower the degree of muscular tension by means of

electromyographic (EMG) feedback, or to gain voluntary

control over peripheral vasoconstriction by means of

periphal temperature feedback, etc.), and (b) teaching

him/her relaxation, and mental imagery techniques that aid

in the process.

3) Finally, the patient is taught to generalize the

control of physiological reactivity to the natural

(non-laboratory) environment. This consists of having the

patient practice at home and combine his/her increased

awareness of maladaptive physiological responses with

his/her learned control over such reactivity when

stress-producing events occur in daily life.

The above regimen follows naturally from the

observations of Cannon (1927) , Bard (1928) and Selye

(1956) , all of whom have pointed to the importance of

autonomic and other physiological arousal states in the
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production and maintenance of stress and pain. The term

"stress" as it is often used in biofeedback literature

refers to states of tension and arousal which only

indirectly implicate emotion in the sense that stress

states are "uncomfortable," or not affectively pleasing.

Thus, while a relaxation, or non-stressed (i.e., untense,

unaroused, affectively pleasing) state has played a major

role in the biofeedback regimen, investigations of

specific emotions have not.

3.7.1 Specific Techniques

In biofeedback, the strategies involved can be

divided into three types: progressive relaxation,

autogenic phrases, and guided imagery.

1. Progressive Relaxation — This is a technique

developed by Jacobson in 1929 aimed at achieving maximal

relaxation of (striated) musculature in accordance with

the therapeutic dictum that anxiety is incompatible with

complete relaxation (and vice versa). Jacobson' s rather

extensive teaching procedures have been considerably

shortened since the advent of biofeedback technology, and

involve guiding the patient through varying degrees of
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muscular contraction, followed by relaxation of the
particular muscle group being addressed at the moment.

2. Autogenic Phrases - These are phrases delivered
by the therapist which amount to suggestions to the

patient about his/her feeling state. The term "autogenic"

is meant to refer to the fact that the patient is

instructed to mentally repeat the phrases spoken by the

therapist and to allow the suggested feelings to occur.

Great emphasis in biofeedback therapy is given to the idea

that neither the biomedical equipment nor the therapist

can 'make' anything happen to the patient. Rather the

patient is encouraged to take responsibility for his or

her own "cure". The use of autogenic phrases is presumed

to promote this responsibility. An example of autogenic

phrases which might be delivered by a therapist is as

follows

:

I am beginning to feel quite relaxed. (pause)

My hands feel heavy and relaxed. (pause)

My wrists feel limp, heavy, and relaxed. (pause)

My breathing is slow and regular. (pause)

During the pauses between each phrase the patient mentally

repeats the phrase that has been delivered. It should be

noted that each phrase is delivered in the first person.
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It is this form of delivery that distinguishes autogenic
phrases from hypnotic suggestion.

3. Guided Imagery — These are fantasied states,

prompted by the therapist to re-create in patients

feelings (especially of warmth) consonant with states of

increased body heat (e.g., warm summer conditions,

fireplace or campfire warmth sensations, etc.). Special

emphasis is given to experiencing warmth in peripheral

parts of the body (e.g., as in imagining warmth from the

sun entering the body through the top of the head and

travelling down into the hands and feet, or in imagining

the warmth from a fireplace when holding one's hands in

front of it) . This technique is serviceable in the

process of thermal training. It is designed to promote

peripheral vasodilation, which is indicative of an

allaying of sympathetic nervous system activity.

3.8 ASSUMPTIONS

The assumptions underlying biofeedback therapy are as

follows

:

1) Concomitant with every stress state is a physiological

component.
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2) Inordinate amounts of strp^o t^^j ^stress can lead to psychosomatic
disorders.

3) Relaxation and stress cannot co-exist.

Given these assumptions, the main focus in

biofeedback therapy is to pinpoint for the patient his/her

maladaptive physiological responses, and to teach the

patient to substitute corrective (adaptive or relaxed)

responses. It is not normally a problem in biofeedback

therapy to get the patient to 'experience' relaxation

because the major portion of office time is devoted to

this very point.

There is a problem, however, in getting patients to

generally respond in a relaxed fashion throughout the

course of daily life.
.
As the Task Force on Biofeedback

(1982) suggests, when a pain disorder is complicated by

other factors such as family problems, financial problems,

depression, interpersonal difficulties, etc., the efficacy

of the treatment program is in serious jeapardy.

There is a certain irony in this suggestion, for on

the one hand it is assumed that psychosomatic disorders

are caused by stress. On the other hand, the same

inordinate stress that caused the illness may prevent its
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cure. What this means, of course, is that learning about
one's bodily responses and learning relaxation may not be
be enough to overcome a patient's problem.

Later it will be argued that by teaching patients to

control their disruptive emotional reactions, not only

through physical relaxation, but through forms of

cognitive re-organization as done in cognitive therapy,

the effects of biofeedback therapy should be enhanced.

This does not mean that cognitive therapy should

replace biofeedback therapy. Biofeedback therapy has

proven itself to be an effective form of treatment for a

number of disorders. The present concern is with

improving upon the technique rather than providing a

substitute

.

Let us examine some of the early work in biofeedback

so we can see why it has gained acceptance as a legitimate

means of treating psychomatic disorders. At the same

time, let us remain cognizant of its limitations as a sole

means of therapeutic intervention. As the Task Force

Report on biofeedback (Rickles, Onoda, and Doyle, 1982)

states — "To assume that increased production of alpha

band-width EEG rhythms, greater muscle relaxation, lowered

blood pressure, or digital vasodilation will resolve all

the psychological, social, and environmental antecedants
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of a psychophysiological symptom is at best naive. For
the most part, biofeedback is a treatment of the symptom
rather than of the etiology or underlying cause... other
modalities of treatment must be included with the
biofeedback training to enhance its effectiveness" (p. 2).
What those other modalities should specifically consist
of, however, has remained anyone's educated guess.

3.9 BIOFEEDBACK RESEARCH

In the following pages we will review some of the

research which has been done on biofeedback and make note

of the kinds of issues which have arisen.

An issue in biofeedback which is of no small concern

IS the relationship between a given physiological system

and the experience of pain. This issue is important

because it directly relates to one's conceptualization of

the pain experience and this, in turn, will influence the

methods of therapy employed. Thus, for instance, if pain

is viewed as having a direct relationship with a discrete

physiological system (such as muscle contraction headaches

resulting from excessive constriction of the frontalis

muscle) , then the approach to pain relief would be to
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teach control of the specific system involved. On the
other hand, if the pain is believed to have an indirect
relationship to a physiological system, (such as migraine
headaches resulting from vascular dysfunction), then

focusing control on a more diffuse system might be called
for

.

In both of these cases, it will be noted that the

pain experience is conceptualized in terms of a

pain-as-sensation model. while many therapists

undoubtably take affective, motivational and cognitive

influences into account in their approaches, systematic

investigation of these components is lacking.

3.9.1 Early Research

A significant amount of biofeedback research has

focused on the relationship between given symptoms and

specific physiological systems. Take, for example, the

investigation of muscle contraction (or "tension")

headaches. As early as 1954, Sainbury and Gibson noted

that patients with muscle contraction headaches

demonstrated higher resting levels of frontalis

electromyagraphic (EMG) activity than normals. This
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finding was later extended by Budzynski and Stoyva (1969)
who found a direct relationship between EMG activity of
the frontalis and muscle contraction in other scalp and

neck muscles. This led to a series of investigations

directed at alleviating muscle contraction headache pain
through the use of providing information on relevant

muscles.

In the first study conducted by Budzinski, Stoyva,

and Adler (1970), five patients were provided feedback

information from their frontalis muscles by way of a tone

whose frequency was proportional to the integrated muscle

activity. Patients were instructed to keep this tone at

the lowest frequency possible, but were not instructed as

to how this might be done. The findings of the study

showed a steady decline in headache activity consistant

with lowered EMG activity over the course of training.

In a three month follow-up investigation, they found

that muscle contraction headaches were eliminated in two

patients, continued to be markedly reduced in a third, and

for the remaining two patients returned shortly after the

end of the biofeedback training. Thus, while strictly

defined biofeedback training (i.e., biofeedback training

in the absence of other strategies) was found to benefit

three out of five patients, these initial results pointed
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to the necessity of considering other factors in the
process

.

In 1973, Budzinski, Stoyva, Adler, and Mullaney
conducted another investigation which they hoped would
account for some of these other factors. m this study,

subjects were divided into three groups: 1) an EMG

biofeedback group, 2) a self-monitoring of headache

intensity and duration group with no feedback, and 3) a

yoked feedback group that was provided with signals

produced by the true feedback group rather than with

signals relating to their own activity. In both the true

and yoked feedback groups, subjects were also instructed

to practice the skills they acquired at home. Again, at

the end of training as well as at a three month and

eighteen month follow-up, subjects in the true biofeedback

condition reported a significant reduction in headache

activity, consistent with EMG activity, which was not

evidenced by the self-monitoring and yoked feedback

subjects

.

3.9.2 Implications

There are a number of studies which provide support
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for the utilization of feedback methodology in a number of
pain disorders (see reviews by Nuechterlein and Holroyd,

1980, on tension headaches; Blanchard, Andrasik, Ahles,

and Teders, 1980, on migraine headaches; Ford, 1982, on

Raynaud's disease, esstential hypertension, and irritable

bowel syndrome). Nevertheless, a number of problems

arise, all of which are important in terms of the

methodology applied, and all of which, as well, have

implications for how we should conceptualize pain — i.e.,

from a pain-as-sensat ion model, or from a more dynamic

perspective in which pain is conceptualized as being

composed of a number of components in addition to

sensat ion

.

First, there is the consideration of how direct the

relationship is between a sensation of pain and the

physiological system involved. In the experiences of

muscle contraction headaches, it will be recalled that the

studies of Sainsbury and Gibson (1954) as well as the

studies conducted by Budzynski, et al., suggest a direct

connection between sustained contraction of the frontalis

muscle and the occurrence of tension headaches.

In this instance, it appears that we are dealing with

a direct relationship between a striated (i.e.,

"voluntary") muscle and the experience of pain. Thus, it
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would seem that not only can persons become more readily
aware of the tension levels present (even without
mechanical feedback), but can easily be made aware of the

relationship between such tension and their experience of

pain. Further, because striated muscles are normally

under voluntary control, the patient should quickly and

easily learn to abort the headaches by means of relaxing

the relevant muscles involved.

Unfortunately, even with this sort of pain syndrome,

the picture is more complicated than it at first appears.

For one thing, Haynes, Griffin, Mooney and Parise (1975)

have disputed Budzynski's finding that a direct

relationship exists between the frontalis muscle and other

parts of the head, neck, and shoulder muscles. Second,

Epstein, Webster and Abel (1976), as well as Holroyd,

Andrasik, and Westbrook (1977) have not found that changes

in frontalis muscle activity suffice for accounting for

changes in headache activity.

3.9.3 Problems of Generalization

These findings are all concerned, in part, with

generalization procedures. In the Haynes, et al. study.
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the degree of automatic generalization from one muscle to
other muscle groups is contested. it is suggested that
verbal instructions geared toward producing generalized,
rather than specific relaxation of a given muscle should
be incorporated in the biofeedback regimen. m the

Epstein, et al. and Holroyd, et al. studies, the degree

of generalization from in-office training to at-home

utilization of the techniques is questioned, and the

importance of stressing home practice as well as the

employment of the technique during stress-producing events

is indicated. [1]

The necessity for incorporating other strategies,

beyond the mere mechanical feedback of physiological

activity has received so much empirical support that the

biofeedback Task Force Committee currently defines

biofeedback therapy in the following way — "This is a

treatment procedure that involves allowing a

patient/client to interact directly with a device that

informs the patient/client of the moraent-by-moment state

of some bodily function. The patient/client uses this

[1] It is interesting to note that the two subjects in the
1970 Budzynski, et al. study who did not achieve
relief from biofeedback techniques also reported that
they did not practice the procedures at home.
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information to bring about a change in the bodily function
by some 'mental means' for the purpose of relieving
suffering or averting pathophysiological dysfunction"

(Rickles, Onoda, and Doyle, 1982, p. 2; italics added).

For many, the "mental means" referred to above is

interpreted as referring to the use of imagery and/or

self-generated statements for the purpose of achieving

relaxation, and a number of studies have compared the use

of relaxation techniques used with and without feedback.

In these studies, researchers have found that relaxation

used without feedback produces significant reductions in

reported pain which is comparable to the reduction in

reported pain derived from relaxation with feedback.

A CHOICE BETWEEN COGNITIVE AND BIOFEEDBACK THERAPY

The above findings have led some (e.g., Holroyd,

Andrasik, and Westbrook, 1977; Holroyd and Andrasik, 1978;

Turk, Meichenbaum, and Genest, 1983) to suggest that

biofeedback is not necessary in the treatment of pain, and

that it is more cost-effective to forego the use of

expensive biomedical equipment and concentrate instead on

the cognitive factors which contribute to the alleviation

of pain.
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Without denigrating the importance of addressing
cognitive factors in pain experiences, it is nevertheless
important that we examine the basis for eliminating
mechanical feedback from the therapeutic regimen. m
regard to tension headaches, the Task Force reports: "The

treatment package of relaxation plus "frontalis emg

feedback plus autogenic phrases plus home practice plus

charting is often enough to eliminate or reduce

dramatically the frequency, duration, and intensity of

tension headaches in many patients" (p. 18)

.

Given that frontalis EMG feedback constitutes only

one of many components in the biofeedback regimen, can we

therefore say that the mechanical aspect of the program is

superfluous? Based on the kinds of studies that have been

performed, and other kinds of considerations, we cannot.

For one thing, the kinds of studies which have

compared biofeedback procedures with relaxation procedures

alone have consistently found that while relaxation alone

is comparable to the biofeedback procedures, it does not

surpass it in effectiveness. Biofeedback becomes a

baseline procedure against which other therapeutic

modalities get compared. The Task Force states, "...the

extant studies evaluate biofeedback as a treatment in and

of itself, or biofeedback is compared to psychotherapy to
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determine which is more effective, but not how it works as
an adjunct" (p. 16) .

Further, the simple mechanical feedback of

physiological activity in the absence of other kinds of

information is a procedure that would only be used in a

laboratory setting — that is, any therapist "worth his or

her salt" is not going to attach a couple of electrodes to

someone's forehead and walk out of the room without

informing the individual of the rationale underlying the

procedure, and how that individual can use this

information in the alleviation of pain.

Finally, there are some conceptual issues which

support the use of feedback procedures. First, and most

important, is the concern with how we conceptualize pain

particularly psychosomatic pain. As was argued in the

begining of this paper, the experience of pain cannot be

attributed to single cause-and-ef f ect mechanisms. It

makes as little sense to focus only on the cognitive

aspects of pain as it does to focus only on the

physiological aspects. Further, ignoring the

physiological aspects of pain experiences can be as

detrimental to the patient in the long-run as ignoring the

psychological aspects. If it is true, as suggested by

Epstein (1982), that there are specific physiological
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concomitants to different expressive behaviors, then it

makes sense to address such physiological concomitants,

such as vascular reactions, directly.

In addition, one must consider the attitude of the

patient (i.e., his/her expectations) upon entering a

biofeedback regimen. In a recent symposium on

biofeedback, I heard a number of psychologists and

psychiatrists describe the psychological state of their

patients upon entering the biofeedback regimen. These

patients were described as feeling resentful, suspicious,

and hopeless in their attempts to alleviate their pain.

They were described as coming to biofeedback, regardless

of whether they were self-referred or referred by their

general practitioner, as a "last resort." They had gone

through the gamut of pharmacological and surgical

interventions, yet continued to experience pain and came

to biofeedback primarily because they didn't know what

else to do.

Patients, like physicians, tend to maintain a medical

model of pain. When pain cannot be attributed to precise,

organic etiologic factors, the result is that the

physician often tends to feel resentful of the patient and

helpless in regard to his/her own expertise. The patient,

likewise, tends to feel resentful of health practictioners
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and helpless in regard to his/her own experience of pain.

Turk (1980) states that referral comments on many of

his patients describe them as "neurotic, hysteroid, a

crank, a crock, or with the etiology of the pain

attributed to G.O.K. (or God Only Knows), or even more

demeaning, supratemporal disuse atrophy— that is,

shrinkage of the brain because of disuse." These comments

about patients reflect a general interpretation of

psychosomatic disorders held by both lay persons and

persons who should know better. That is, that the pain is

"all in the mind" and therefore, doesn't exist — yet the

patient knows that the pain is quite real and naturally

resents such meaningless psychological explanations.

For this reason, the mechanical feedback afforded by

biomedical equipment is viewed to serve two additional

purposes, one of which is educational and the other of

which is a "placebo" (a term which, like psychosomatic has

negative connotations, but can be viewed as an asset to

therapeutic endeavors) . In terms of its education

function, the equipment can readily demonstrate to the

patient how thoughts and feelings alter physiological

functioning. This educational process, which normally

requires only one session in biofeedback can take days, or

weeks in other therapies not utilizing the equipment.
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thereby bringing into question the statement that feedback
is not "cost effective." The "placebo" effect of feedback
equipment relates to the reassurance it provides the

patient that the therapist is, indeed, taking his/her

"physical" state seriously. As was indicated, this can

have an important influence on the patient's attitude

toward the therapy. m a very real sense, we might say

that an electrode is worth a thousand words.

Future research needs to be conducted to determine if

the educational and placebo effects of biofeedback

instrumentation actually serve to enhance the outcome of

treatment over the use of relaxation alone. For the

present, the clinical implications of such effects warrant

continued inclusion of biomedical equipment in the

treatment of pain syndromes.

COGNITIVE THERAPY AS AN ADJUNCT TO BIOFEEDBACK THERAPY

In contrast to Turk's position that cognitive therapy

can replace biofeedback therapy (1983), the present

position is that cognitive therapy can enhance the already

established effectiveness of biofeedback therapy. The use

of one approach need not preclude the other. Therefore,

rather than trying to pit one approach against the other
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in order to determine which is "better," it is more
productive to be eclectic and 'borrow- from cognitive
therapy that which may be missing in biofeedback therapy.

It will be recalled that the primary reason for

teaching a patient relaxation in biofeedback therapy is

because the psychosomatic pain disorder is believed to be

caused by stress. Obviously, stress (while defined in

physiological terms) is not non-emotional stress. A

ballet dancer puts much stress on her muscular and

cardiovascular systems when she exercises. However, far

from getting sick from the endeavor, she gets stronger and

healthier. The stress of concern in biofeedback therapy

is the stress associated with emotional upheaval.

Teaching relaxation, then, is dealing with only part of

the problem.

The other part of the problem concerns the emotional

distress an individual is experiencing. While long-terra

psychotherapy is one approach to dealing with emotional

distress, a more direct approach is needed because

biofeedback is normally considered to be short-term

therapy. Techniques used in cognitive therapy can supply

the needed supplement without having to inordinately

extend the number of treatment sessions.

Of course, it should be noted that in borrowing
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techniques from cognitive therapy we are not providing a

patient with a full course of cognitive therapy treatment.
There is not the time available to engage in in-depth

rational arguements, as Ellis does. Nor is there time to

engage in appropriate in-depth probing, as Beck does. The

question then becomes, how do we get a patient to

recognize his or her maladaptive cognitions and to

substitute more appropriate responses.

Educating the patient as to the presence of automatic

thoughts and the important role they play in determining

emotional reactions is important. Providing the patient

with an appropriate homework assignment that focuses

his/her attention on automatic thoughts that have occurred

and requires him/her to discover corrective responses is

also important. Beyond education and homework

assignments, do we spend office time in discussing the

patient's protocols, in discovering ways to get the

patient to experience the advantages of adaptive ways of

thinking, or what?

Of course, one does both. However, in the present

study the main emphasis was on getting the patient to

experience alternative ways of construing events and the

respective emotional and physiological consequences.

Consider first, progressive relaxation. In this
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relaxation technique one does not attempt to

intellectually convince a patient that relaxation is good.

One demonstrates that it -feels' good by having the

patient experience the difference between tensing and

relaxing the various muscle groups. Next, consider the

use of autogenic phrases. Here, again, the emphasis is on

experiencing rather than on analyzing.

Analyses, or intellectualized integration of the

techniques is not discouraged. Far from it, the patient

is asked to assume a self-monitoring stance wherein he/she

can experience and meaningfully assimilate the experience

at the same time. At the very least, the patient can

"hear" the difference between tension and relaxation

because he/she has an instrument capable of transforming

electrical impulses into meaningful sound. The same

'experiencing' mode of approach should be possible with

cognitive reorganization procedures. With that in mind,

let us now turn to the means by which we incorporated

cognitive therapy into biofeedback therapy in the present

study.



CHAPTER IV

THE PRESENT STUDY

INTRODUCTION

The major purpose of the present study was to

investigate the therapeutic benefits of Emotion Scanning

— a technique devised by the present author as an adjunct

to biofeedback therapy, which combines features of both

biofeedback/relaxation therapy and cognitive therapy. The

first part of the technique involves patient charting of

emotional reactions and has borrowed extensively from Beck

(1976) and Epstein (1970). The second part of the

technique involves using these emotional accounts in a

highly structured office technique which allows the

patient to recall his/her maladaptive responses and to

practice substituting more appropriate forms of response

as a means of alleviating emotional distress.

In the present study, the technique was investigated

as part of a therapeutic regimen in the treatment of

psychosomatic pain disorders. The onset and continuation

of these pain disorders are closely associated with high

levels of emotional distress. Therefore, it was

considered that a comprehensive treatment protocol should

77
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go beyond merely teaching individuals to master the
physiological concomitants of stress, as is done in
biofeedback therapy. it should ideally teach them how to
lessen stress by not only maintaining greater physical
calm, but by changing those interpretive processes which
tend to be maladaptive in nature.

As previously mentioned. Emotion Scanning was

designed for use as an adjunct to biofeedback therapy. As

such, the office technique takes advantage of the

biofeedback instrumentation as well as the patient's

learned skills in relaxation. It also takes advantage of

skills derived from cognitive therapy which help patients

to analyze their emotions and formulate more adaptive

responses. Before we examine Emotion Scanning in more

precise detail, let us now review biofeedback and

cognitive therapy and the rationale underlying their use.

4.1 BIOFEEDBACK AND COGNITIVE THERAPY: A REVIEW

Biofeedback therapy is a technique which in its usual

format employs monitoring and mechanical feedback of

various physiological systems, as well as educating the

patient in the use of various physical and mental
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strategies used in the production of relaxation. Both the
mechanical feedback and the teaching of physical and
mental strategies are geared toward bringing about a

change in bodily function "for the purpose of relieving
suffering (and) averting pathophysiological dysfunction
(Rickles, et al., 1982). The physical and mental

strategies include the use of regulated deep breathing,

progressive relaxation, autogenic phrases, and guided

imagery, all of which are designed to induce states of

relaxation.

Cognitive therapy is a technique which utilizes

therapist and patient discussions, as well as behavioral

techniques. Both the therapist/patient discussions as

well as the use of behavioral techniques are geared toward

bringing about a change in interpretive processes for the

purpose of relieving suffering and averting

pathopsychological dysfunction. In a discussion of

depression Beck states: "The therapeutic application

consists of devising techniques to pinpoint for the

patient his specific cognitive distortions and to

demonstrate their invalidity. By achieving such a

cognitive reorganization through behavioral or interview

techniques, the patient may experience rapid diminution in

all the symptoms of his depression" (1976, p. 271).
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4.1.1 Basic Differences

Both techniques are geared toward relieving the
patient's suffering and both are aimed at averting
automatic responses in daily life which are maladaptive in

nature. Beyond these similarities, there are some basic

differences in the two therapies. These can be specified

as follows:

1) Biofeedback therapy specifically addresses

physiological responses, whereas cognitive therapy

specifically addresses interpretive responses. Thus,

while both are aimed at relieving suffering, the forms of

human response which are focused on differ.

2) In general, most of the office time in biofeedback

therapy is spent providing the patient with an

experiential awareness of alternative responses, whereas

most of the office time in cognitive therapy is spent

providing the patient with a more intellectual (or

cognitive) awareness of alternative responses. Thus,

while both are geared toward providing the patient with

greater awareness of alternative forms of response, their

domain differs. Succinctly put, cognitive endeavors

address the psyche while biofeedback endeavors address the

soma. The aim of the present study was not to treat the
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soma less, but to treat the psyche more.

Given the above domains of attention it makes sense
that cognitive therapy has been used predominantly in the

treatment of psychological disorders such as depression,
while biofeedback therapy has been used extensively in the

treatment of stress disorders.

In the case of psychosomatic pain syndromes, one is

faced with concomitant psychological and physiological

disturbances. It is not at all clear in which direction

causality is flowing — that is, whether the psychological

disturbance leads to the physiological disturbance, or

vice versa. The important point to keep in mind is that

both aspects of the pain problem need to be dealt with in

therapy.

EMOTION SCANNING

The formulation of "Emotion Scanning" attempts to

close the gap between biofeedback and cognitive therapy;

to incorporate some of the best from each in order to add

to the clinician's therapeutic armamentarium in the

treatment of pain.
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.2 Emotion Scanning: At Home Review

As the name "Emotion Scanning" implies, this

technique invloves having patients scan, or look over

their emotional responses, which they then record on the

Emotion Scanning Record (see Appendix A). The utilization

of scanning procedures is often found in biofeedback

therapy (labeled and identified as body scanning), wherein

patients are instructed to mentally monitor their

physiological reactions in response to various events.

Performing a body scan in biofeedback therapy requires

educating the patient in what to look for; the same holds

true for Emotion Scanning. Thus, the patient is educated

in breaking down and identifying his/her emotional

reactions into smaller, more manageable component parts.

The procedure for performing an emotion scan is as

follows:

At the end of the day, the patient practices a

relaxation strategy which has been taught in the office.

At the end of the relaxation induction process, the

patient reviews his or her day — focusing on the way he

or she feels at that 'moment and then mentally 'moving

backwards' over the course of the day's events. It may be

explained as analogous to, or as if the patient were
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watching a movie of his or her day which wa. h •^ay wnicn was being run in
-verse. The patient is encouraged to simply monitor the
various emotions experienced in response to events (as if
he or She were an objective third party), without passing
judgement on whether the response was "good" or "bad", and
without necessarily re-experiencing the emotions felt.

In the course of scanning the day's emotional
responses, the patient chooses one positive and one
negative emotion to examine in greater detail. He or she
then breaks down the respective responses into the
following factors:

(1) The primary emotional response is determined and

mentally rated on an ascending scale of intensity from 1

to 5.

(2) Any secondary emotional responses are determined

and likewise rated on an ascending scale of intensity from

1 to 5.

(3) The most immediate and specific event

precipitating the emotional response is noted.

(4) The automatic thoughts and/or images resulting

from the event and culminating in the primary emotion are

reviewed

.

(5) The concomitant physiological changes experienced

as part of the emotional response are identified and
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examined as at least temporally, i, ^ot causally related.

At the end of the above review, the patient records
his or her findings on the Emotion Scanning Record. At
this point, the patient becomes a bit more analytical, or
evaluative in the appraisal of the recorded emotions. m
the case of negative emotions, the patient is instructed
to formulate more adaptive or constructive thoughts which
would serve to either lessen the intensity of the negative

emotion or, if appropriate, eliminate it altogether.

Similarly, patients are instructed to determine (construe)

healthier forms of physical response which would

alleviate, or perhaps even obviate the negative reaction.

In the case of positive emotions, patients are

instructed to find physical responses which they used or

could use in the future to heighten the positive feeling.

In regard to the automatic thoughts which produced

the positive emotion, patients are invited to "have a

little fun". They are instructed to discover a way in

which to spoil a perfectly good emotion by changing their

nice, healthy, constructive thoughts into unhealthy,

destructive thoughts.

Notice the emphasis on "having some fun" in regard to
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this final patient exercise. The purpose is not to have a
patient 'spoil. or even (detrimentally) question the
validity of his or her positive emotions, but to
internalize the belief that he or she can, in fact, manage
emotionality by changing the kinds of automatic thoughts
and images engaged in. By having the patient examine ways
in which a positive emotion might be destroyed (and then

re-initiated), you are allowing that individual to examine
from a 'safe distance" the control that he or she can

possess in determining emotional reactivity.

•4.3 EMOTION SCANNING: IN-OFFICE TECHNIQUE

When the patient comes in for therapy, the first

order of business is to discuss with the patient his or

her successes with the home practice sessions and to go

over any difficulties encountered. Problems associated

with the homework assignments can be addressed at this

time, and additional input in regard to the emotional

reactions can be gained.

The patient is then led through the biofeedback part

of his/her therapy, wherein he or she hones the skills of

inducing a relaxation response and is taught additional
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ing

with

relaxation techniaues p^<^niques as appropriate. Follow
therapist-guided relaxation the patient is left alone
the instrumentation in order to practice the relaxation
response without the aid of the therapist's verbal
instructions.

During the time that the patient is left alone to
practice, the therapist can go over the Emotion Scanning
Record privately and select a response for use in the
emotion recall and cognitive reformulation part of the

technique

.

In recalling stressful emotions, patients are

encouraged to adopt the same attitude they utilized in

reviewing the day's events at home. That is, they are

instructed to assume a detached attitude — in an

important sense, they are observing themselves experience

emotions as if they were disinterested third parties.

The emotion recall and cognitive reformulation is

divided into three phases:

Phase One. Using the written report as a guide, one

of the eliciting events presented in the homework

assignment is briefly recalled for the patient. To aid in

the patient's recall, he or she is instructed to visualize
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the setting in which the event took place and to recall
what he or she was doing just prior to the event. The
delivery of the patient's automatic negative thoughts and
feeling states are presented in the first person, and the

patient is instructed to mentally rehearse these negative

self-statements. (This technique of using the first

person is analogous to the use of Autogenic Phrases in

relaxation training.) m addition, the patient is

reminded of the negative bodily changes reported in the

Emotion Scanning Record, and is instrcted to re-produce

the changes as he/she mentally rehearses the negative

self-statements. Appropriate time and encouragement are

provided to allow patients to effectively recall the

emotion in question, and they are instructed to make a

mental note of their feelings of discomfort.

Phase Two. After the patient recalls the event and

his or her maladaptive response to it, the patient is

instructed to 'let go' of the attendant thoughts and

images. Their attention is then focused on establishing a

relaxed state. Patients are verbally guided by the

therapist, with special attention given to any residual

manifestations of tension produced in the emotion recall.
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PaUents are instructed to note an, changes in their
experience as a consequence of their induced relaxation.

ion
Phase Three. Upon completion of the relaxat

phase, patients are again presented with the eliciting
event recalled earlier. However, this time the patient's
corrective self-s tate.ents are delivered in conjunction
with attendant, more appropriate bodily corrections. The
primary input to the patient comes from his/her own
provision of corrective responses, as recorded in the
Emotion Scanning Record. While additional suggestions by
the therapist might be made, it is important to reinforce

the patient's own capacity for formulating alternative

corrective responses. Thus, even if a patient presents

less than ideal corrections, those corrections will be

used because they represent something that has originated

with the patient and therefore something that the patient

can relate to. Additional input can then be provided by

the therapist without denigrating or minimizing the

therapeutic benefit of the patient's own formulations.

At the end of the above recall and reformulation, the

patient is instructed to briefly attend once more to

general relaxation, and a discussion can then be held in
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re.a.. to t.e patient's experiences aurin. the session.

4.4 CONSIDERATIONS

Two considerations arise in the utlization of this
technique. First, because it is a technique which has
been devised as an adjunct to biofeedback therapy, it is
necessary to consider the optimal point at which to
introduce the technique over the course of therapy. The
second consideration concerns how to determine which event
to present to the patient, given that there are a number
of events to choose from. Let us address each of these

considerations in turn:

4.4.1 Timing

In regard to the appropriate timing for introducing

the technique over the course of therapy, it is ray belief

that patients should acquire some familiarity with the

biofeedback protocol before the introduction of emotion

scanning. First and most obviously, if a patient has come

into therapy anticipating that he or she will learn about

biofeedback and relaxation, then that patient should be
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provided with the skills of that trade.

Beyond this obvious point, it needs to be kept
^ind that the technique of Emotion Scanning relies heavili
on the assumption that patients have already gained some
measure of control over their physical responses, as well
as over the induction of a relaxation experience. Hence,
introduction of emotion scanning prior to the patient'

1

having achieved some success in producing relaxed states
is premature and should probably be avoided.

Once the patient has gained some proficiency in

producing relaxation responses, emotion scanning is

introduced as a means of enhancing the patient's learned

control. Within a given session, the emotion recall and

cognitive reformulation is provided after the patient has

received a therapist guided relaxation strategy and has

been provided with private practice with the biofeedback

instrumentation.

The focus on general relaxation prior to emotion

recall and cognitive reformulation serves a couple of

functions. it provides the patient with strategies aimed

at honing his/her relaxation skills. It also serves to

put the patient in a more emotionaly neutral frame of

mind, wherein focus is diverted away from distracting

concerns and thoughts. It is assumed that in preceding
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emotion .ecall general relaxation, the patient is
both .ore receptive and in possession of a greater sense
of relaxed control.

The perception of relaxed control is important in the
use of Emotion Scanning techniques. The objective in
recalling stressful events is not to provide the patient
with a catharsis of ego dystonic reactions. m fact, if a

patient were to display an abundance of emotionality
during the recall phase of the procedure it would be

incumbant upon the therapist to take the necessary steps
in gently guiding the patient out of his or her emotional

distress.

In the use of Emotion Scanning, as I conceptualize

the technique, a display of hyperemot ionali ty would

suggest that the technique had been introduced too early

in the therapeutic regimen, and the therapist should take

the necessary steps to remedy the situation. Thus, our

objective is not a catharsis, or purging of irreconcilable

conflicts. Rather, our goal is to present the patient

with contrasting modes of response to an event, all

experienced within the context of a non-threatening

environment. In a sense, the patient is asked to

'experience' him or herself experiencing, as if the

patient were an objective observer — within the context
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Of the patient's felt control ove. situations, a„a within
the safety afforded by the clinical setting.

4.4.2 The Selection of Events

The second consideration mentioned above concerns the
means by which we, as therapists, select an event and
emotional reaction to focus our attention on.

In my initial use of this technique, I made a mistake
in my choice of criteria for selecting events - a mistake
which is not uncommon among clinical neophytes who, in

their enthusiasm for effecting a "cure" for the patient,

fail to give due consideration to the psychotherapeutic

reality that individuals have their own pace by which they

can effectively deal with difficult issues.

As my initial criteria for selecting events, I chose

(1) the events for which emotional reactions were reported

as being fairly intense, (2) events that highlighted

emotional issues which served as the most frequent source

of disturbance, and (3) events for which the patient

exhibited the poorest skills in formulating alternative

constructive responses. The employment of such criteria

quickly educated me in the use of a more therapeutically
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sensitive set of criteria.

I soon realized that in choosing an event i„ „hich
the patient had experienced the greatest amount of failure
in regard to effective coping, i „as selecting as our
Object of focus the event with the least potential for
being cognitively re-structured at that time in therapy.
This does not mean, of course, that issues in which the
patient has a lot of emotional investment should never be
chosen. It simply means that therapists need to be

sensitive to the patient's 'readiness- for dealing with

specific traumatic issues.

In general, the foremost criterion for selecting an

event to address in emotion recall calls upon the

therapist to use his or her sensitivity and clinical

judgement in choosing events that can challenge without

threatening the patient in question. As a rule of thumb,

the following criteria for selection can be successfuly

employed with patients:

(1) Emotional responses should be of an interpersonal

nature. Given the choice between annoyance with a car for

not starting, and annoyance with a waitress for being

incompetent, I would choose the event that involved

another human being. Patients, and indeed people in

general, often forget that while they are feeling very
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affected by a situation, they are also affecting the
feelings of those around the.. (Besides, cars can be
patched up. The sa,ne doesn't always hold true for
relationships, however.)

(2) Emotional responses should be of moderate
intensity. One wants to avoid situations in which the
patient has so little emotional investment that the
emotion recall is meaningless. At the same time, one
wants to avoid those situations in which there is so much
emotional investment that the patient will find emotional
recall of it too threatening to deal with or devastating
in consequence (a la primal scream therapy).

(3) Finally, events for which the patient exhibits a

fairly decent capacity for formulating alternative

constructive responses should generally be chosen over

events for which the patient finds it difficult or

impossible to determine alternative forms of response. It

is important for the patient to experience some mastery in

controlling his or her emotional reactions while in the

office. Without the experience of successfully handling

situations within the safety of the therapeutic encounter,

a patient is unlikely to employ the techniques in his or

her daily life; i.e., (platitudinous perhaps) "success

breeds success".
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METHOD

Experimental Design

Patients who presented to a biofeedback clinic with
psychosomatic pain syndromes were engaged in a study to
examine the effectiveness of biofeedback therapy (the bf
group) compared with the effectiveness of biofeedback
combined with Emotion Scanning therapy (the bf/emo scan
group) in the control of their pain. The groups were
composed of five subjects each.

Pre-treatment levels of emotionality and self-esteem

were assessed using the Primary Emotions arxd Traits Scale

(PETS) (Epstein, 1983), and the Sources of Self-Esteem

(SOSE) scale (O'Brien and Epstien, 1980). Patients then

received three sessions during which they were introduced

to the biofeedback instrumentation, trained in deep

breathing techniques, and trained in the appropriate

format for filling out the Pain Chart and the Reaction

Chart. Upon completion of the training period, these two

measures, which are described below, were maintained on a

daily basis over the course of 7 weeks.

95
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A standard course of biofeedback and relaxation
training was delivered to all patients. This consisted of
training in progressive relaxation, the utilization of
autogenic phrases, and induced positive mental imagery, in
that order. Upon completion of the third week of
charting, the bf/emo scan group had their Reaction Chart
replaced with the Emotion Scanning Record. They were
introduced to emotional recall and cognitive reformulation
the following week.

In order to adjust for the additional attention

delivered to the bf/emo scan group during the latter half

of therapy, the biofeedback group was provided with

additional contact time with the therapist. This time

consisted of allowing patients to ventilate about the

stresses they were experiencing in daily life, or to

discuss other topics of interest to them. The therapist

served primarily as a listener during the contact time.

(It should be noted that contact time is, in itself,

therapeutic. However, it was felt that such time was

necessary to compensate for and 'balance out' the

additional attention provided the bf/emo scan group.

At the end of the course of therapy, all subjects

again filled out the PETS and the SOSE to evaluate general

changes in reported emotions and traits, and reported
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levels of self-esteem.

5.1 MEASURES

Pre/Post Evaluations,

The Primary Emotions and Traits Scale, as well as the

Sources of Self-Esteem scale were utilized as pre-post

measures.

5.1.1 Primary Emotions and Traits Scale (PETS)

This scale was used to assess the general emotional

state of the individual before and after treatment (see

Appendix B)
. It consists of a number of subscales

addressing the following — positive-negative state,

extroverted-introverted, neuroticism, ego strength,

happy-depressed, calm-anxious, agreeable-angry,

caring-uncaring, vigorous-fatigued, self esteem, and

integrated-disorganized (Epstein, 1983)

.
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5.1.2 sources of Self-Esteem (SOSE) Inventory

The SOSE is a 116 item questionnaire which provides a
general self-estee. score (see Appendix C) . It addresses
in addition, the following components of self-esteem:

competence-incompetence, lovabili ty-unlovabili ty , self
control, likability-unlikability, personal
power-powerlessness, moral self approval-guilt, body
appearance, body functioning, defensive self enhancement,
and integration-inner conflict (O'Brien and Epstein,

1980)

.

5.2 PHYSIOLOGICAL RECORDING TECHNIQUES

Two physiological systems were monitored for all

subjects, which consisted of musculoskeletal reactions and

peripheral vascular responses.

For musculoskeletal responses, electromyographic

(EMG) monitoring was derived utilizing the Autogenic 1700

Electromyograph. One trapezius placement of electrodes

was employed during the initial training period in order

to enhance patient awareness of abdominal (vs chest)

breathing techniques. All other sessions utilized
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electrode placements which were confined to the frontalis
muscle. The standard bipolar frontal placement site was
used. With two active elctrodes 2 c. above the midpoint of
each eyebrow, and the ground electrode placed equidistant
between the two actives. Feedback from the EMG consisted
of an auditory clicking sound which increased or decreased
in frequency in analog fashion as muscle tension increased
or decreased.

Peripheral vascular changes were monitored using
thermal biofeedback instrumentation. An Autogenic 1000
was used. The thermister was placed on the middle digit
of the dominant hand in the standard fashion. Feedback
from this modality was delivered verbally at the end of

each session. Verbal feedback was deemed to be preferable
to risking the possibility that subjects would become

confused by using simultaneous feedback from both

modalities.

5.3 REPEATED MEASURES

For the initial training period, patients began to

keep daily charts of their pain and emotional experiences.

These two charts were called the Pain Chart and the
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Reaction Cart, respectively. PoUowing the thira «ee. of
recorded pain and emotional reactivity, the b£/e.o scan
group substituted the E.otion Scanning Record for the
Reaction Chart. The bf group continued to fill out the
same charts as previously. These three daily charting
methods are described below.

5.3.1 The Pain Chart

The pain chart was filled out by the individual for
the most intense pain episode of a given day. The chart
addresses medication intake, pain intensity, pain

duration, incapacitation, and frequency of pain episodes.

Further it addresses the degree to which the individual

succeeds in controlling the experience of pain. Finally,

it addresses mood changes as a function of the pain

episode. Using bipolar emotion charts which are based on

scales developed by Epstein, individuals provided

intensity ratings for moods experienced before and during

pain episodes.

The chart was designed to record pain episodes over

the course of seven days. If patients experienced more

than one pain episode on a given day, they made note of it
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on the chart (see Appendix D)

.

5.3.2 The Reaction Chart

This Chart was devised to address the .ost positive
and the most negative reactions in an individual's day.
Each chart covers a period of 7 days. The front side of
the chart provides intensity ratings for the most positive
and negative emotion experienced per day. Patients were
permitted to rate more than one emotion in response to any

given situation. However, they were instructed to

distinguish primary emotions from secondary emotions by

appropriate use of the rating scale. A space was provided

for a description of the event which precipitated the

emotional reaction.

The back side of the chart provides intensity ratings

for the bodily changes, which transpired in conjunction

with the primary emotion. The individual rated the

specific physiological system for how mild to great the

changes were, and then described in more exact detail the

changes that took place (see Appendix E)

.
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5.3.3 The Emotion Scanning Record

The Emotion Scanning Record has been described
previously (see Pp. 82-85 of this report) . It provides
the same data as that provided by the Reaction Chart. The
difference lies in the kind of evaluation that subjects
were required to make.

Rather than simply rating the intensity of the most
positive and negative emotions and noting the event that
appeared to cause the emotion, patients were required to

note their automatic thoughts and/or images at the peak of
the emotion and to formulate alternative responses.
Similarly, rather than simply noting the bodily changes
that transpired as a consequence of the emotion, this

chart also required subjects to formulate alternative

bodily responses that they might use which could enhance

positive emotions, or lessen the intensity of negative

emotions (see Appendix A)

.
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5.4 SUBJECTS

subjects were chosen fro™ a pool o£ patients who
presented with pain syndromes to a biofeedbacK clinic.
The initial screening of subjects was performed by a
practicing physician who is board certified in both
Psychiatry and Internal Medicine. m this initial
screening procedure, medical records were obtained fron,

available sources, a mental status evaluation was
performed, and additional tests were ordered when
necessary.

Patients were assessed for the presence of a

psychosomatic pain syndrome. a psychosomatic pain

syndrome is defined as the presence of pain in the absence

of sufficient organic pathology that would account for the

degree of discomfort experienced. Inclusion in the study

required that the following characteristics be ruled out:

1) No progressive, organic disease was present requiring

more immediate forms of medical intervention.

2) No other concurrent medical conditions were present

which would have required precautionary treatment; e.g.,

diabetes, epilepsy, hyperthyroidism, etc.

3) No other concurrent psychological conditions were

present which might have become more intense in the
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absence of other therapeutic treatment, e g
schizophrenia, borderline psychosis, severe hysteria, and
clinical depression.

After Initial screening, potential subjects were
presented to the present therapist for inclusion in the
study. Subjects were assigned to either the bf group or
the bf/emo scan group according to the following matching
var iables:

1) Type of pain syndrome.

Both groups of subjects were similar in terms of the

presenting problem. Specifically, the groups did not

differ in terms of the number of subjects whose complaints

were the product of maladaptive striated muscle activity

(e.g., as in muscle contraction headaches and lower back

pain), versus subjects whose complaints were chiefly the

product of maladaptive smooth muscle activity (e.g., as in

migraine headaches or Raynaud's syndrome).

The patients included in this study presented with a

ratio of 4 subjects with striated muscle dysfunction to 1

subject with smooth muscle dysfunction for each group.

2) Age.

Older subjects have a more difficult time learning control

over physiological activity than younger subjects, most
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likely aue to a, ,„ore .igia beliefs conce.nin, the
possibility Of control, and b, other complicating aging
factors such as arthritis, cardiovascular dysfunction,
Alzheimer's Disease Phn ^pk^^ cisease, etc. Therefore, the groups did not
differ significantly in mean age.

The subjects in the biofeedback group ranged in age
from 21 to 65 (mean = 45.2). The subjects in the bf/emo
scan group ranged in age from 22 to 54 (mean = 39.8).

3) Sex.

The incidence of pain syndromes may be complicated by

sex-related factors such as, for instance, the taking of

birth control pills among women. Potential sex of subject

biases were controlled for by matching on this variable.

Also, possible sex of subject by sex of experimenter

interactions were eliminated by matching on this variable.

The ratio obtained on the sex variable resulted in 4

females to 1 male for each group.
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OveralX, the utilisation o. .atc.in, .a.ia.les
-sultea in a selection of su.^ects «it. the EoUowin,
characteristics:

Pain Type

Striated/head
Striated/back
Striated/back
Striated/cervical
Smooth/head

GROUP

Age Sex

38 M
60 F
42 F
65 F
21 F

BF/EMO SCAN GROUP

Pain Type ^ge

Striated/head 22
Striated/back 33
Striated/back 54
Striated/head 51
Smooth/head 34

Sex

M
F
F
F
F
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5.5 PROCEDURE

Session A

After signing the consent form, subjects were
introduced to the Reaction Chart and instructed in how to
fill it out. They were then hooked up to the biofeedback
instrumentation and instructed in the form of feedback
they would receive throughout the course of treatment.
Patients were then instructed in deep breathing
techniques, which they were told to practice at home on a

daily basis. At the end of their daily home practice,

patients were told to mentally review their day and choose

the most positive and negative emotional reaction, which

they would then record on the Reaction Chart. As

previously noted, they also recorded the bodily changes

which transpired in conjunction with the primary emotion.

Session B & C (Training Periods)

Difficulties encountered in the home monitoring of

daily emotions were discussed with the patients during

this session. Problems with practice compliance were also

addressed. Patients were then taken through a relaxation

session of deep breathing, and provided with private
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practice time with the instrumentation. Following the
private practice, patients were introduced to the Pain
Chart and instructed in the appropriate means tor filling
it out. (These first few weeks of daily recording served
as practice for the patients and were not included in the

final analysis.) At the end of the third session (session

C), patients were provided with the daily charting forms,

which were maintained for the remaining seven weeks of

therapy.

Sessions 1 through 3

Each of these sessions were conducted in the

following way: The first part of the session was used for

discussion in order to address the patient's successes or

difficulties with the home practice. Difficulties

associated with the daily charting methods were also

addressed. Patients were then taken through a therapist

guided relaxation session, followed by private practice

with the instrumentation. A discussion with the patient

followed the private practice which addressed any

difficulties they were experiencing. At the end of the

session, patients were given the Pain and Reaction Charts

to be filled out for the following week.

At the end of the third session, the bf/emo scan

group was provided with the Emotion Scanning Record, which
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too. the pxace o£ the Reaction Cha.t that the. haa
P-viousX, eUXea out. on the Emotion Scanning Recoca,
patxents continued to record their .ost positive and
negative emootions as well as th» k ^-i"i^^J- as the bodily changes
experienced. m addition, this chart required subjects to
ascertain their automatic thoughts at the peak of the
respective emotions and to formulate alternative thoughts
that they might have used. They also recorded alternative
bodily responses that they could engage in.

Sessions 4 through 7

Beginning with the fourth week, the bf/emo scan group
began to receive training in emotion recall and cognitive

reformulation, in the manner perviously described. The

sessions were conducted in a fashion similar to that

described above. The first part of the session involved a

discussion period, followed by guided relaxation and

private practice. At this point, the bf/emo scan group

was guided in the emotion recall and cognitive

reformulation techniques (see pages 85-88 for a review of

the specific strategies employed.)

In order to adjust for the added attention being

provided to the bf/emo scan group, the bf group was

provided with a contact control, during which they were

allowed to verbalize on any topic of their choosing.
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Therapist intervention was kent at . n,,-
•Kept at a minimum during this

contact time.



CHAPTER VI

RESULTS

Physiological Recordings

6.1 EMG Activity

The frontalis muscle was employed as the electrode

placement site for all subjects, using a band width of 100

Hz in order to maximize the scope of electromyogr apg ic

monitoring. Recordings of EMG activity were assessed at

the beginning and end of each session.

Beginning levels of muscular tension were monitored

by having the patient rest quietly for a one minute

period. During this time, microsecond assessments of

muscular activity were recorded after they were computed

and averaged by the Autogenics 1700. Final levels of

muscular tension within the individual sessions were

assessed following the therapist-guided relaxation

session, and the procedure described above was again

employed

.

Figure 1 shows the average levels of emg activity

111
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across .ot. ,.o.ps of subjects at the start an. en. of
each „ee. of treatment, .s can .e seen f.o. this figure
subjects were generally able to demonstrate a rela.atiol
response, as measured by frontalic; oi .y rrontalis electromyographic
recordings.

Figure 1

EMG LEVEL3 FOR ALL SUBJECTS

ASSESSMENT TIME

- - SESSION eNo

T \
1 r-

2 J 4 5

WEEKS Of THLRAPy

The protuberance which is observed for the end levels

of emg activity on week four is primarily a consequence of

one subject in the biofeedback group who ended the

relaxation training period on that week with an unusually

high amount of muscular tension (end level = 6
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-revolts). .,,3 Single su.,ect.s excessive tension on
wee. four ana her resistance to therapeutic relaxation
served to s.ew the data for that particular week. m
terms of the study, her atypical response to relaxation
therapy is not relevant in and of itself. what is
important is the fact that the observed upward swing of
emg activity on week four is not a product of any
systematic increased tension for the bf/emo scan group -
a finding which, had it been present, might have suggested
that the introduction of Emotion Scanning was in some way
•threatening' to the group. As far as our physiological
recordings are concerned, this was not the case.

Beyond a demonstrated capacity for muscular

relaxation when patients are focused on the task within

the comfort afforded by the therapeutic setting, it was

also of interest to assess the degree to which patients

were utilizing their relaxation techniques while outside

of the therapy session.

Obviously, patients cannot be followed, ^and/or

permanently attached to emg instrumentation. Thus, the

only way that we can objectively assess the degree of

practice of relaxation techniques outside of the office

environment, is to evaluate the starting levels of

muscular tension demonstrated by the patient upon arrival
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for the following weeR o£ therapy; i.e., compared to the
previous wee..

3 performance. One would expect to fi„a a
generalized, progressive decrease in emg starting levels
over the course of therapy, if the therapy „ere proving
beneficial. m this way, we can ascertain the overall
degree of carryover of learned relaxation fro. one session
to the next.

An analysis of variance using repeated measures was
performed on the observed starting levels of emg activity
recordings, which used treatment as the between group
factor, and weeks of recorded therapy as the within group
factor

.

There were no group by weeks of therapy interactions,

which indicates that the addition of Emotion Scanning

therapy to biofeedback therapy did not detract from "the

bf/emo scan group's capacity to attend to relaxation

training.

A main effect for weeks of therapy was found, wherein

both groups of subjects demonstrated significantly less

muscular tension at the start of sessions as they

progressed over the course of treatment, F(l,6) = 3.08, p

< .01. Figure 2 demonstrates the mean levels of emg

activity at the start of sessions for both groups of

subjects.
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Figure 2

EMG ACrivir, AT 5TART QF 5E35ION3

TPTATMENr .-ROUPS

9t CROiJP

In examining this figure, it appears that the bf

group began treatment with higher levels of average

tension than did the bf/emo scan group, whereas the bf/emo

scan group started lower, but then immediately increased

in tension on the second week of therapy. a specific

examination of individual responses of patients across the

successive weeks of therapy, however, revealed that this

was not the case. The higher starting level of emg

activity on week one for the bf group is a consequence of

one biofeedback subject who demonstrated a particularly
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hi9h level for that single week (e™g start level -
7

Microvolts,
. The protuberance on wee. two for the hf/e.o

scan group is also the requlf ofresult of one subject who
manifested excessive tension (emg start level = 6.75
microvolts)

.

The downward trend of lower starting levels of e.g
activity for both groups of subjects was strong enough to
override the single subject variations which took place on
any given week, thus providing us with a significant main
effect for weeks on this dimension. What is interesting
to note is that both of the subjects who demonstrated
especially high levels of emg activity on weeks one and
two, respectively, entered therapy as individuals who

experienced muscular contraction headaches. Their

headaches were secondary features of their primary pain

problems relating to the spine. This finding holds true,

as well, for the single subject referred to earlier in the

evaluation of Figure 1, wherein an unusual increase in the

end levels of emg activity on week four was found when

averaging the weekly responses across both groups.

An analysis of variance using repeated measures was

also performed on the end levels of emg activity, again

using treatment as the betv^een group factor and weeks of

therapy as the within group factor. Figure 3 demonstrates
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the levels of .ean e™, activity at the ena of sessions fo.
both groups Of subjects across the course of therapy. The
protuberance demonstrated on week four by the bf group,
which was attributed to one suhi»^^.oone subject's idiosyncratic
response, can again be observed in this figure.

Figure 3

EMG ACTlVITr AT END OF 5ES3iOM5

6f/EM0 ^CAN jHOue
9C jooijp

3 i )

WEEK'S .ir rnfiPAPY

The ANOVA using repeated measures revealed no

statistically significant effects of any kind on this

particular dimension. The lack of significant findings on

the dimension of end levels of emg activity across weeks

of therapy can be attributed to two factors:
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First, the subiectsojects varied considerably in their
respective abilities to release musclar tension. . ,e„
s.bjects were able to dramatically release ..scular
tension within the very early stages o£ treatment, most
subjects were able to reduce muscular tension only after a
-mber of training sessions, and some subjects were only
able to achieve overall reductinncreductions m muscular tension
'relative' to thf»ir = . .W their starting positions (and, on occasion,
these individuals actually ended a relaxation session with
higher levels °f -scular tension than they began with) .

Hence, subject variability presented a problem in the
statistical analysis of end levels of emg activity
evaluated over time.

second, a 'ceiling effect' (or perhaps we should say
a 'basement, effect') presents itself in evaluating the

lower limits of electromyographic activity. That is,

given the use of a band width of 100 Hz in monitoring
muscular activity, it is unlikely that many individuals

are going to reduce the monitored microvolt levels much

below .05 to 1.00 microvolts - especially within the

limited length of training which these subjects received.

When you combine the effects of subject variability

with the effects of 'ceiling' (or 'basement') effects, it

is not surprising to find a non-significant main effect
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for weeks regarding end levels of e.g activity, [F,i,6, =

1.88, p > . 05] .

6.2 Peripheral temperature activity

The middle finger of the dominant hand was used for
themister placement on all subjects. Peripheral
temperatures are, of course, closely associated with
sympathetic nervous system activity. That is, the end
arteries that supply the pulp of the finger are innervated
by sympathetic fibers alone. There is no parasympathetic
innervation present. Thus, in measuring peripheral
temperature, we have a single variable index that is

reflective of autonomic sympathetic nervous system

activity.

The difficulty in evaluating peripheral temperature

in terms of using any given measurement of temperature as

an index of relaxation is that peripheral temperatures are

not only affected by emotionally stressful responses, but

they are affected by environmental conditions (i.e., cold

temperatures), as well as by the consumption of various

substances, such as coffee, cigarettes, the taking of

sympathomimetic drugs, etc.
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For this reason, starting levels of peripheral

peripheral temperature. <in this regard, „e must qualify
that statement and remind the reader that had we been
treating patients with, for instance, Reynaud's or
Berger's disease, the concern with starting levels of
peripheral temperatures would have been greatly enhanced.,

In addition to the meaningfulness of absolute
temperatures, we were also concerned with the degree of
Observed change within each session. Figure 4 shows the
average temperature for all subjects at the start and end
of each relaxation session. As was the case with emg

activity, for each week of therapy all subjects were

generally able to demonstrate a reduction in sympathetic

nervous system activity as measured by peripheral thermal

responses

.

An analysis of variance using repeated measures was

used to evaluate thermal responses over time. Treatment

was used as the between group factor, and weeks of therapy

served as the within group factor.

Here, again, no group by weeks of therapy

interactions were found, suggesting that both groups of

subjects learned comparable degrees of relaxation.
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Figure 4

THERMAL LEVEL5 FOR ALL SUBJECTS
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A mairr effect for weeks of therapy was found for the
end levels of thermal response over the course of

treatment sessions, F(l,6) = 2.41, p < .05. The group

means of end temperature for each week of therapy can be

seen in Figure 5.

As can be seen in this Figure, there is an overall

upward swing in peripheral temperature for both groups at

the end of the successive relaxation sessions. The

observation that the groups were able to achieve higher

degrees of peripheral temperature across the weeks of
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Figure 5

THERMAL ACTlvirr AT END OF 3E55ION5
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therapy suggests that the 'depth' of the relaxation
response improved for both groups over time.

Recall that in monitoring peripheral temperature, we

are essentially evaluating arousal levels of the

sympathetic portion of the autonomic nervous system. A

by-product of relaxation therapy, then, is an allaying of

such sympathetic nervous system activity, which is

meaningfully measured by peripheral vascular changes.

An ANOVA using repeated measures was also performed

on the starting levels of peripheral temperature (i.e.,

before the therapist guided relaxation session), again
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P >

In

using treatment as the be^hwo^,,as tne between group factor and weeks of
therapy as the within group factor. As with i-h^t. AS With the preceding
analyses, no main effectettect Cor treatment group [F(l,6) =

.84, p > .05], or interactive effect [F(l,6) = 1.03),
• 05], was found to be of -,4.oe ot statistical significance.
addition, no main effect for weeks of therapy was fourid
for the thermal responses demonstrated at the start of
sessions [F(l,6) = .81, p >.05]

.

As already discussed, the beginning level of
peripheral temperature, while serving as an index of
sympathetic nervous system activity (and therefore
reflective of stress-related states)

, is influenced by a

number of factors which are non-specific to relaxation.

For this reason, I was generally less concerned with

starting levels than I was with ending levels of thermal

response. My lack of clinical concern in this area was

supported by the fact that, in general, patients had

starting levels of temperature which were within

acceptable medical limits and which were not associated

with pathological peripheral circulation.

In addition to the above, an experimental design

consideration must be reviewed, which will add to our

understanding of the lack of statistical significance in

the analysis of starting thermal assessments across time.
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AS wiU .e .ecaUea, t.e for™ of feeabac. „,ioH patients
received on their thermal responses was aeXiverea ver.aU.
at the ena Of the session. This for. of feeabac. stands

- contrast to the continuous feeabac. which patients
received from the EMG in regard to muscular responses.

Delivering the information gathered from the thermal
instrumentation in a vprh^ia verbal manner was deemed to be
necessary in order to avoid -flooding.. or overwhelming
the patient with too much information at the same time.
Common sense and past experience have both taught me that
in providing continuous feedback from two sources of

biofeedback instrumentation at the same time, the patients
easily get confused in distinguishing which audio signal
is related to which physiological system.

Using visual feedback from one piece of equipment and

audio feedback from another piece of equipment would not

eliminate the problem. What one finds is that the patient

becomes more concerned with the external feedback than

with his or her own internal state. This is, of course,

the exact opposite of our goals in using biofeedback

instruments. That is, mechanical feedback should serve as

a tool that enhances the patient's awareness of internal

cues, and should not be the sole focus of attention. In

fact, providing simultaneous, continuous feedback from two
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instruments can actually result iny esuit in the patient becoming
more anxious, rather than less duP t-ox,ibs, due to performance
demands

.

Thus, providing the patients with continuous
mechanical feedbacK fro™ the EMG, and verbal feedback from
the thermal instrumentation was viewed as being of
greatest benefit to the individuals in question - or, in
any case, the most reasonable compromise that could be
devised

.

Nevertheless, the absence of continuous thermal
feedback probably impeded the subjects' capacities for

enhancing their sensitivity and/or conscious control over

this particular physiological system. When viewed in this

manner, the significant effect that was found for end

levels of thermal response over the course of treatment is

likely to be reflective of progressively deeper levels of

acheived relaxation. That is, the observed increases in

temperature over time are interpreted to be a by-product

of deeper and more profound states of relaxation as

patients continued to practice and hone their skills on a

weekly basis.
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6.3 Pre-Post Measures

The Primary Emotions and Traits Scale (PETS) and the
sources Of Self Esteem scale (SOSE) were administered
prior to the start of treatment, and again at the
conclusion of treatment. A one-way analysis of variance
for each dependent variable of the PETS (see Table 1), and
the SOSE (see Table 2) pre-tests w..^1 pre tests was performed that
allowed for a test of the eaualihw r.^cne equality of group means. No
significant differences between th^ r..r.uetween the groups were found
prior to the start of treatment.

Table 1

One-way ANOVA of Pre-test Scores from the PETS

GROUP MEANS

FACTOR BF BF/EMO DF

POSITIVITY 55.2
EXTROVERSION 3

6.
'4

LOW NEUROTIC 3 5 .* 2
EGO STRENGTH 43.'2
HAPPINESS 35.2
CALMNESS 12! 4
AGREEABILITY 19.*0

CARING 31.6
VIGOROUSNESS 19.6
SELF-ESTEEM 20.0
INTEGRATION 23.6

45.4
36.2
35.0
39.4
31.4
12.2
17.0
34.2
21.8
16.8
18.4

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

.71
.003
. 001

. 28

.30
.001
.34
.63
.29
. 59

1.38

.42

.95

.97

.61

.60

.97

.58

.45

.61

.46

.27
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SELF-ESTEEM 27. 4 17. 8
COMPETENCE 33. 6 31. 6
LOVEABILITY 32. 4 25. 2
LIKEABILITY 34. 0 27. 6
SELF-CONTROL 34. 4 33. 4
POWER 32. 2 27. 4
SELF-APPROVAL 41. 6 42. 4
BODY APPEARANCE 33. 8 24. 8
BODY FUNCTION 24. 4 23. 6
SELF-ENHANCING 54. 2 51. 4
INTEGRATION 29. 4 21. 8

2.83 .13
.32 .58

1.64 .23
3.16 .11
.09 .76
.81 .39
.04 .84

3.89 .08
.01 .89
.64 .44

1.58 .24

Table 2

One-way ANOVA of Pre-test Scores from the SOSE

GROUP MEANS
FACTOR BF BF/EMO DF

1
1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

It was decided that an examination of the change

scores between the pre- and post-tests would prove useful

in order to determine if the subjects changed in a

statistically significant fashion overall ~ i.e., across

groups.

The bf/emo scan group and bf group change scores for

each of the dependent variables in the PETS and SOSE can

be seen in Figures 6 and 1, respectively. As can be seen

from the figures, the bf/emo scan group did report greater

increases in a positive direction than did the bf group on
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most variables.

Figure 6

POST-PRE CHANGE SCORES ON PETS
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On the PETS, the bf/emo scan group reported greater

increases on all dimensions, with the exceptions of

"vigorousness", on which the bf group reported greater

increases, and "caring", on which both groups actually

reported a slight decline on the post-test measure.

On the SOSE, the bf/emo scan group again reported

greater increases on all dimensions, with the excetions of

"self-control", on which the bf group reported greater

increases in their change scores, and "self-approval", on
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Figure 7

POST-PRE CHANGE SCORES ON SOSE
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which both groups again reported a slight decline on the

post-test measure.

To analyze the overall changes betwen the pre-test

and post-test measures across groups, two-sample t tests

were computed for the dependent variables.

On the PETS, the change in reports of "general

positivity" was found to be of statistical significance,

t(9) = 3.44, p < .01. The general traits of "low

neuroticism" and "ego strength" were also found to be

significant, t(9) = 4.13, p < .01 and t(9) = 2.81, p <

.05, respectively. In addition to the significance of
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.ene.al t.aits, i„ analysis o. ..e phts, statisUcaX.,
si.niacant ai.ee.ences „e.e aXso .o.na .o. ...appiness"
[t(9) - 2.91, p < .05], "calmness" [t(9) - ^L^iyj - 3.05, p < .01] ,

and "vigorousness" [t(9) = 2.46, p < .05].

The analysis of the SOSE resulted in significant
overall changes across both groups in those variables that
assessed "body functioning" [t(9) = 3.82, p < .01]
"general self-esteem It(9) = 2.61, p < .05], and feelingl
of "identity and integration" [t(9) = 3.27, p < .01].

Thus, from the above results, it appears that both
biofeedback alone and biofeedback coupled with Emotion
scanning therapy are useful tools in enhancing
individuals' perceptions of their emotional and
self-esteem statuses. m Figure 8, the significant

changes referred to above can be viewed.

It was apparent from looking at the change scores of

the two groups individually that the bf/emo scan group was

reporting greater changes in a positive direction than the

bf group. Because change scores are affected by the

beginning levels of each group, to examine the differences

between groups on the post-measures an analysis of

covariance was performed. In this analysis, the influence

of the prescores was partialled out from the postscores.
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Figure 8

CHANGE SCORES FOR ALL SUB.ECTS ON THE PETS AND SOSE
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In performing the analysis of covariance on the

postscores, it was found that the groups did not differ in

a significant fashion on any of the variables assessed by

the PETS. The analysis of covariance on the postscores of

the SOSE demonstrated group differences on the variables

of competency, (F=14.6, p = .006), loveability (F 5.22, p

= .05), and likeability (F = 5.21, p = .05). In addition,

the variable of integration showed a significant

difference between the groups (F = 9.77, p = .01). In all

of the findings, the direction of change revealed the
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bf/emo scan group to be showing the are;,h..^ly cne greatest improvement.
In summary, a number of siani f i ....4-significant changes which

were assessed by the PETS and the SOSE were found to be of
statistical import. m terms of positive increases across
both groups, it was found that both biofeedback and
biofeedback in conjunction with Emotion Scanning resulted
in several significant changes. On the PETS, subjects
reported significant increases in their reported levels of
"general positivity", "low neurot icism"

, "ego strength",

"happiness", "calmness", and " vigorousness" . On the SOSE,
subjects reported significant positive increases in their
reported levels of "body functioning", "general
self-esteem", and "indentity and integration".

Analyses of covariance on the post-test scores of the

PETS and SOSE were also performed. In these analyses, no

group differences on the PETS were found that reached

statistical significance at the .05 level.

This is an interesting finding in light of the fact

that the analyses of the SOSE did produce significant

results. On the SOSE, that is, we did find that the

bf/emo scan group did report significantly greater

positive changes than the bf group on the dimensions of

"competency", " loveableness"
, "likeableness" , and

" integration"

.
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Given the observed signiEicant changes on the pre-
and post-measures of the SOSE, a question arises as to why
the group changes on the pre- and post-measures of the
PETS did not reach statistical significance. There are a
couple of possibilities that I should like to make note of
regarding this question, the first of which is fairly
Obvious and the second of which is more speculative in

nature

.

First, the observed group changes on the PETS, while
of substantive interest, were not 'robust' in a

statistical sense; i.e., the N was too small and the

variability too great for our analysis to be

statististically sensitive to the reported changes which

can be perceived by the eye because of the aid provided by

knowledge accumulated by weeks of therapy and familiarity

with the patients.

Second, the two scales address two different

dimension of human experience. The PETS is primarily

concerned with the 'frequency' with which individuals

experience various emotions (such as sadness, worthiness,

happiness, etc.), as well as the 'frequency' with which

individuals experience various traits (such as feelings of

being charged up, capable, in control of events, etc.).

The SOSE, on the other hand, addresses statements related.
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as the na^e suggests, to sources of self-estee», 47% of
Which are evaluated in ter.s of how often the inai.i...,
experiences the various thoughts ana feelings suggested by
the ite^s, and 53% of which are evaluated in ter^s of how
true or false the statements are in regard to one's life.

The question of how frequently or often I experience
a particular emotion or state of being is different from
the question of how true or false a statement is in regard
to describing the self. For examole ih i= =exdinpie. It IS a common
Observation among writers of dissertations, myself
included, that they experience high levels of anxiety,

frustration, depressed moods, etc. Nevertheless, if one
were to ask any of these writers how true it was of

themselves that they were prone to states of anxiety,

easily frustrated or readily depressed, I strongly suspect

that the majority would respond in a negative direction.

Taking myself as an example, the fact that I have

experienced many moments of anxiety in the recent past

(due to the computer shutting down unexpectedly, for

instance), does not mean that I believe myself to be prone

to anxiety. Finding myself frequently frustrated because

I'm three hundred miles away from the computer everytime I

want to write does not mean that I perceive myself as

easily frustrated. Nor does feeling disheartened, or
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depressed because I may have re-wri*-^.y idve re written a paragraph a
dozen times and still feel dissatisfied mean that i

perceive myself as someone who is readily depressed.
in other words, the fact that I (u^e many other

dissertation writers), have sustained multiple 'anxiety
attacks', innumerable episodes of frustration, and many
noteable moments of depressed mood does not mean that I

perceive myself as an anxious, frustrated, depressed
individual. If anything, i am a master of handling
anxiety, frustration, and depression.

In comparing our statistical findings from the PETS
and the SOSE, we found that the groups did not

significantly differ from one another in terms of the

degree of reported changes in their primary emotions and

traits. However, the bf/emo scan group did report

significant increases on the SOSE in regard to the

dimensions of competency, loveableness
, likeableness, and

general feelings of integration.

In this regard, it is as if the bf/emo scan group was

able to acknowledge at the end of treatment that they

still felt sad, or anxious, or guilty, etc. (albeit, less

sad, anxious, or guilty than at the start of treatment),

but they no longer equated these negative emotions with

feelings of incompetency, inadequacy, unloveableness , etc.
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The bf ,.oup, on the other hand, was not apparently able
to .a.e a distinction between the experiences of negative
feelings and the meaningfulness of these negative emotions
in terms of their overall evaluations of the self.

6.4 Daily Reports of Emotions

On the Reaction Chart, used by all subjects during
the first half of therapy, and on the Emotion Scanning
Record, used by the bf/emo scan group during the latter

half of therapy, subjects recorded on a daily basis their

most positive and negative emotional reactions. m
addition to the report of emotional responses to specific

daily events, subjects also recorded any physical changes

which they experienced concomitantly with their respective

positive and negative emotions. Subjects recorded their

emotional and physical responses by using an ascending

scale of intensity from 1 to 5, with 1 signifying a mild

response and 5 signifying an intense response. In

performing the analyses of the daily reports of emotional

experiences, the absence of a numerical rating for any

given emotion or physical change was recorded as a 0,

indicating that the variable in question was not relevant
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to the inaiviaual-s pecception of his o. hec response.
It shouza be notea here that a aistinction was .aae

between hissing aata ana non-ratea variables as they
relatea to a particular emotional response. m examining
the Charts usea to recora emotional responses, it win be
recallea that subjects had the option of rating, for
instance, "love", "worth", "happiness", ana/or "security"
in regara to any single recoraed emotion. Thus, a subject
may have assignea an intensity rating of 3 to "happiness-
ana 2 to "security". m transcribing this subject's
responses, the indiviaual in question would receive a 0

for both "love" and "worth", and wouia receive the
reportea levels of 3 ana 2 for "happiness" ana "security",

respectively.

On occasion, subjects would enter therapy with no

ratings or comments on the emotion charts for one or more

days of the previous week. When this happened, the day or

days containing missing data were examined with the

patient and, whenever possible, the missing data was

filled in before the patient left for the day. If the

patient was unable to recall a given day, then each

variable in question was assigned the mean value of that

variable for the week, rounded off to the nearest whole

number. For example, if a subject assigned "anger"
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intensity ratings of 3, 2, 4, 3 5 ^ ^'
J/ 5, and 2 for days two

through seven, but coula not recall the .issing data for
day one, it was assigned a rating o£ 3 (which is the ™ean
for the week rounded off to the nearest whole number).

An analysis of variance using repeated measures was
performed on all emotion variables using treatment as the
between group factor and weeks of therapy as the within
9roup factor. no significant main effects nor
interactions were found for the reported intensity of the
positive emotions of lovp wr.r4-h v.-.iove, worth, happiness, or security
(see Table 3 — next page).



Table 3

ANOVA TABLES ON POSITIVE EMOTIONS

LOVE

SOURCE

GROUPS
WEEKS
WxG

DF

1
6

6

1.03
.29
.44

34
93
84

WORTH

SOURCE DF

GROUPS
WEEKS
WxG

1

6

6

05
92
63

82
09
70

HAPPINESS

SOURCE DF

GROUPS
WEEKS
WxG

1

6

6

2.50
1.17
.67

15
33
67

SECURITY

SOURCE DF

GROUPS
WEEKS
WxG

.11
1.25
.36

75
29
89



Figure 9

REPORTS OF LOVE
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Figure 10

REPORTS OF WORTH
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Figure 11

REPORTS OF HAPPINESS

TREATMENT GROUPS— ar/CMo 5c»N cBouP

WEEr>o Of rwERAPy

Figure 12

REPORTS OF SFCUPIT

TPEATMENT GROUPS
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NO signiacant effects were found for the intensity
Of boaily Changes recorded in conjunction with the
positive emotions (see Table 4 - next page).

Perusal Of Figures 9 through 16 gi.es a visual
appreciation that there are no clear differences between
the two groups in regard to reports of positive emotions
and bodily changes.



ANOVA TABLES ON POSITIVE B

MUSCULAR ACTIVITY

SOURCE

GROUPS
WEEKS
WxG

DF

1
6

6

1.36
1.93
1.08

HEART ACTIVITY

SOURCE DF

GROUPS
WEEKS
WxG

1
6

6

.84

.60

.44

THERMAL ACTIVITY

SOURCE DF

GROUPS
WEEKS
WxG

1.23
.80
.44

RESPIRATION

SOURCE DF

GROUPS
WEEKS
WxG

1. 53
1.47
.74



Figure 13
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Figure 15
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Figure 16
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Unli.e the positive emotions, the negative emotions

effect for wee.s. The analysis showed that anger,

= 2.78, p < .05; g.iit, Pa,6, = 2.21, p < .05; and
anxiety, F(l,6) = 2.79, d < • ^•P .05, indicating that both
groups showed a sianif in;,n^ ^significant decline in the intensity of
reported negative emotions.

Figure 17

REPORTS OF ANGER

TRCAIMKNI .l^i'iil^'

-; dK, tMO 'jC/VN O-hOi ir
- - BF GROUP

Wh:B;KS OF THFPAPi

Consistent with the emphasis placed on skeletal

muscle control in biofeedback, a significant main effect

for weeks regarding reported negative muscular activity
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experienced during negative emotions was found: Pu e, -

3.84, p < .01, indicating heightened control of skeletal
muscle activity was acquired over the training period.
Figure 18

REPORTS OF GUILT

> J.o -I

c/i

z
u
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Figure 19

-5 * b

WEEKS OF THERAPY
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REPORTS OF ANXIETY
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The ™ean weeKly responses of subjects across ti^e for
these variables are shown in Pi^.res 17, 18, i,,

Figure 20

REPORTS OF NEGATIVE
ACTIVITY

T«F.A[ME.Nr '.Unup-:
Sr, [ MO SCAN '-.ROUP
HF CROUP

WtE:KS OF rHCRAPY

It was of interest to collapse weeks into two

distinct time periods representing the first phase of

therapy, during which all groups were treated in identical

fashion, and the second phase of therapy, during which the

experimental group received Emotion Scanning therapy in

addition to biofeedback. The main effects previously

described continued to be of statistical significance. In

addition, negative heart changes (e.g., palpitations) felt
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during negative emotions showed a main effect for weeks,
F(l,l,) = 5.68, p < .05, indicating that both groupl
-ported a significant decline in negative cardiac
responses over the training period. The changes over
phase 1 and phase 2 of therapy in .egard to negative
cardiac responses can be seen in Figure 21.

Figure 21

NEGATIVE HEART ACTIVITY

TREATMENT GRO
BF/EUO SCM< CR
sr CROUP

TREATMENT PHASES

A final analysis of variance using repeated measures

was performed on the daily emotion data, which divided the

phases into 3 distinct time periods, reflecting the

initial, middle, and final weeks of treatment. Week
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nu^bec three of ehe treatment sessions represented a
transitional period for the bf/e^o scan group in the sense
that they were being introduced to Emotion Scanning
techniques for the first time. Por this reason, the data
for this time slot were dropped from the analysis.

Performing the ANOVA using repeated measures in this
fashion produced a main effect for periods in regard to
the variable of "sadness", F(1,2) = 4. 15, p < .05,
suggesting a significant decline for both groups in thl

reported intensity of this emotion over the 3 periods of
treatment (see Figure 22)

.

In addition, a main effect for periods in regard to

reported positive muscular changes in conjunction with

positive emotions was found, F(l,2) = 3.39, p < 05

suggesting heightened control over positive muscular

changes was acquired over the initial, middle, and final

periods of training (see Figure 23).

It is of interest that only the single variable of

•positive muscular changes' experienced in conjunction

with positive emotions was found to be of statistical

significance in terms of the analyses of patients' daily

reports of positive emotional reactions. The fact that

this single positive emotion variable reflects enhancement
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Figure 22

SADNESS OVER PERIODS OF TREATMENT
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TREATMENT PERIODS

in musculoskeletal activity mirrors the significant
finding which was observed for decreased negative

musculoskeletal activity experienced concomitantly with

negative emotions. Both of these findings are consistent

with the emphasis placed on striated muscle activity

through the use of biofeedback instrumentation, and the

varied use of relaxation strategies aimed at the

relaxation of musculature.

No group by week interactions were found to be of

statistical significance for any of the above analyses.

This may suggest that the Emotion Scanning technique in
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Figure 23

POSITIVE MUSCULAR ACTIVITY OVER PERIODS
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addition to biofeedback does not significantly alter

patients' evaluations of the intensity of their day-to-day

emotions beyond that which is produced by biofeedback

alone. This is an interesting finding, and will be

discussed in more depth in our discussion of the results.

For the present, a couple of cogent observations may

elucidate the types of findings which came to light in the

analysis of daily emotion variables.

First, the patients in this study were primarily

concerned with their experience of pain, as opposed to

emotion. Had we been dealing with a population whose
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pr.^ary presenting complaint was not, i„ fact, pain, b.t
Who ca^e into the.apy „it. a primary presenting p.obie.
of, for example, anxiety or depression, the patients-
concern with daily emotions may have taken on greater
import.

second, to the extent that daily emotions were
perceived by patients to be an important factor in their
overall attempts to gain control over pain experiences,
the focus supplied to daily emotional experiences was
predominantly confined to the experience of negative,
rather than positive emotions.

Third, the daily ratings on emotion variables

addressed the experience of emotion, but it did not

address the ' meaningfulness
' of the emotional experience

in a way that allowed for statistical analyses of

dimensions beyond the intensity of the emotion itself.

For instance, a patient may report feeling quite sad at

the peak of a primary emotional reaction to rejection from

a loved one. The rated variables assessed in the home

charting addressed the intensity of the feeling, but did

not address the degree to which the experience of sadness

incapacitated the individual. That is, feeling quite sad

upon rejection from a significant other is not only

reasonable, but expected: and, in fact, the absence of any
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negative emotion might be a „gnt oe a cause for concern, what
becomes important here is not the ac.nowleagement o.
strong feelings, but the conseguences of those strong
feelings. m this instance, there is . •"-uece IS a clinically
Significant difference between feeling saa ana becoming
incapacitatea by that sadness, ana feeling saa but
continuing to function in a manner that allows one to aeal
w.th both the event, and one's perceptions of the 'self
(as well as the -self within the world').

Stated more simply, it is not only reasonable, but
healthy to be able to report strong feelings. Emotions
are built into our systems and serve as motivators for
future action. Thus, it is not the experience of emotion,
per se, but what one -aoes- with the emotion that is of
special interest.

Unfortunately, items specifically addressing
dimensions related to the consequences of negative
emotions were not assessed. Had they been addressed, my

clinical judgement tells me that group by week

interactions would have been found, wherein the effects of

negative emotions would have been greatly diminished for

the bf/emo scan group. in talking with my bf/emo scan

patients, I heard numerous accounts relating to how their

strong, peak negative emotions ceased to be of an
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one

incapacitating nature. To nresern- .present a single example,
bf/emo scan subject who was referred fori-ecerred for therapy because
Of cervical pain as a result of having sustained a
'whxplash. injury, developed a phobia about driving, when
She first entered therapy, she required her husband to
drive her to and from work almost every day. After
learning relaxation and being introduced to Emotion
scanning, she told herself three things that allowed her
to drive herself to and from work on a regular basis (even
though she continued to experience strong anxieties in

relationship to driving): "(l) this feeling is not going
to kill me, (2) this feeling will pass, and (3) I can
control this feeling by relaxing and thinking positive

thoughts."

In this one example, we can see that the woman in

question might reasonably report strong feelings of

anxiety in regard to driving herself to work on any given

day, but the consequence of this feeling ceased to

manifest itself behaviorally in terms of demanding that

her husband drive her to and from her destinations. She

acknowledged her strong feelings and then preceded to

handle those feelings in an appropriate manner.

This, I think, is the essence of using Emotion

Scanning techniques. The goal is not to eliminate
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negative emotions, but to teach indiviauals how to cope
-re effectively „ith the negative emotions that the,
experience. Future research needs to be done that
addresses the consequences, or effects of negative
emotions when Emotion Scanning therapy is employed.

6.5 Daily Reports of Pain

An analysis of variance using repeated measures was
performed on all pain variables, again using treatment as
the between group factor and weeks of therapy as the

within group factor.

AS was the case with daily negative emotion

variables, a number of main effects for weeks were found

in regard to daily pain reports. The variables of

interest and their main effects are reported below. This

will be followed by figures demonstrating the specific

mean responses for the respective findings.

The first variable concerned the reports of intensity

of pain experienced at the peak of pain episodes. For

this variable, a main effect for weeks was found, F(l,6) =

8.79, p < .01 (see Figure 24).

Similarly, reported intensity of the least amount of
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Figure 24
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pain experienced within a pain episode showed a

significant main effect for weeks: F(l,6) = 4.38* p < .oi

(see Figure 25). Both of the above analyses indicated a

significant decrease in reported pain intensity over the

course of treatment.

Other main effects for weeks were found for the

duration of pain episodes [F(l,6) = 4.99, p < .01], and

the disability experienced as a consequence of pain

episodes [F(l,6) = 6.83, p < .01.], again suggesting that

both groups improved in regard to these pain variables.
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I^igure 25
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In addition to the above pain variables, we also

examined the patients' emotional reactions experienced

both before and during pain experiences. Here, again, a

number of main effects for weeks were found:

Degree of reported anxiety experienced before the

onset of pain diminished significantly over time : F(l,6)

4.97, p < .01. So, too, the amount of anxiety

experienced during pain episodes showed significant

declines: F(l,6) = 5.66, p < .01.
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Figure 26
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The degree of sadness experienced both before and
during pain episodes revealed a significant main effects

for weeks. For the degree of sadness experienced before a

pain episode, F(l,6) = 4.87, p < .01. For the degree of

sadness experienced during a pain episode. F(1.6) = 6.14.

P < .01. The direction of both of these findings

indicated a significant decline in reported sadness over

the course of therapy.

Anger experienced before a pain episode showed
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f^igure 27
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Significant main effect for weeks of F(l,6) = 5.21, p<

.01. Anger experienced during a pain episode showed a

main effect for weeks of F(l,6) = 8.03, p < .Qi: again,

both indicated significant declines in reported intensity

for these dimensions.

Finally, guilt experienced before a pain episode was

found to have a main effect of F(l,6) = 5.24, p < .01, and

guilt experienced during a pain episode was found to have

a main effect of F(l,6) = 7.56, p < .01.
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Figure 28

ANXlL'^r BEFORE PAIN

It was not surprising to find the above main effects
for groups over time because both biofeedback alone and

biofeedback in conjunction with Emotion Scanning were

presumed to be effective in the treatment of psychosomatic

pain syndromes. A question, however, remained as to the

overall effectiveness of biofeedback combined with Emotion

Scanning compared to the effectiveness of biofeedback

therapy alone. Thus, we were concerned with not only main

effects, but with the interaction of treatment-groups by

weeks of therapy. m this regard, a number of
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Ficure 2S
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interactions were found in regard to the emotionality
experienced between the groups over the course of therapy.
These findings are as follows:

First, the degree of anxiety experienced before a

pain episode showed an interaction effect of borderline

statistical significance; F(l,6) = 2.03, p < .07. This

interaction became significant at the .05 level when

analyzed in terms of the initial, middle, and final two

weeks of treatment: F(l,2) = 3.53, p < .05 (see Figure

36) .
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Figure 30
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Anxiety experienced during a pain episode had

interactional effects as well: F(l,6) = 2.83, p < .05.

Another interaction was found for sadness experienced

before a pain episode [F(l,6) = 2.23, p < .05].

Interactional effects in regard to guilt experienced

during pain episodes was found to be of borderline

significance: F(l,6) = 2.09, p < .07.

As can be seen in Figures 28, 29, and 30,

representing mean weekly responses for the reported

intensities of anxiety before pain, anxiety during pain.
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Figure 31

SADNESS DURING Pain
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and^ sadness before pain, the form of the curves are all
quite similar. For the bf group there is a drop in the

reported intensities of these pain-related emotions on
week two, which is followed by a resumption of reported

intensity that approaches the levels of week one.

Thereafter, the decline in reported intensities is fairly

gradual. it more or less evens out on the last two weeks

of therapy.

The bf/emo scan group does not demonstrate a rapid

decline on the second week. Instead, they show a fairly

gradual and steady decline until week five, at which point
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Figure 32
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the drop is slightly more dramatic (especially in the

reports of sadness experienced before pain, and to a

lesser extent for the anxiety reports). Week six for this

group shows a sudden increase in reported intensity levels

that approach the levels reported on week four, and this

is followed by a decline again on week seven.

The sudden decline in reported intensity observed on

week two for the bf group may represent a "learning" or

"anticipation" effect. It is not unusual in clinical

practice to encounter sudden reports of "cure" by patients

in the early stages of treatment. These reports are
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Figure 33
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normally short-lived, and are apparently the product of
the patient's initial enthusiasm for entering therapy.

If this was the case in the present study, a question
then arises as to why the bf/emo scan group did not
demonstrate the same phenomenon. The answer to this

question, I suspect, lies in the fact that no deception
was used in the orientation to therapy which all patients

received. Thus, the bf/emo scan group knew that an

additional form of therapy (i.e.. Emotion Scanning) was

due to come in the weeks ahead. For this reason, they may

have been more conservative in their initial enthusiasm
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for therapy until they encountered all the facets of the
treatment program. While the decline on week five for the
bf/emo scan group is less dramatic than the decline
Observed on week two for the bf group, the resumption to

previous levels of reported intensity on week six does
appear to parallel the situation observed earlier for the
bf group. Whether the above interpretation of the forms
of these curves is correct will require further research

that specifically addresses that question. Less

speculative, and more obvious is the fact that the bf/emo

scan group is definitely reporting less intense discomfort
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Figure 35
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as far as the experience of pain-related emotions are
concerned than is the bf group.

Figure 35 shows the mean weekly responses for both
groups in terms of the intensity of guilt feelings
experienced during pain episodes. The form of the curve
representing the bf/emo scan group's responses is similar
to that observed above, except that the decline is much
slighter during the first half of therapy and the drop
during week five is much more dramatic. The form of the

curve for the bf group has a saw-tooth effect that does
not appear to be the product of anything other than
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Figure 36
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patients' varied feelings which were likely more subject
to the events in their lives than anything related to

therapy.

Guilt is a special emotion in regard to pain due to

its relationship with other emotions. That is, guilt

appears to be less a product of the pain experience,
^

and

more a product of how the individual responds to pain.

For instance, a patient may experience increased

irritability during a pain episode and mistreat his or her

child as a result. The guilt, then, results from the

inappropriate behavior rather than the pain itself. Or, a
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patient .i,.t expedience pain on one occasion, .o «Hic.
,n a .exp,.. ana soXici.o.s ™anne..

On the next occasion of a pain episode th»episoae, the spouse may
respond in an accusatory or recriminatory manner. i„ this
case, the degree of guilt experienced by the patient is
subject to the responses Of significant others. inhoth
of these cases, the experience of guilt is in ,IS, in a sense,
one step removed from the pain itself.

With this in mind, the group curves representing mean
-ports of the intensity of guilt felt during pain
episodes demonstrate a meaningful difference. The
intensity reports of guilt communicated by the bf group do
not coincide in any meaningful fashion to the treatments
employed in therapy, suggesting that their guilt emotions
«ere primarily a product of factors not specific to the
course of therapy. The bf/emo scan group, however,

presents a curve that is quite similar to other bf/emo
scan curves representing pain-related emotions, and

suggests that their experience of guilt is reflective of
the course of treatment that they received.

This is an important consideration, for in the use of

Emotion Scanning, one is helping patients to accept

responsibility for their own emotions. This is a

difficult premise for patients to accept because many of
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the™ .a.e Ion, ,elt victi^i.ea, o. .ont.oUea ,Hei.emotions - as if emotions „e.e "things., o.tsiae o£ .,eU
control and which "took over", "overwhelmed", or "ailed"
the» in some uncomfortable manner. By taking
-sponsibility for one's own emotions, one is,
-Plication, taking responsibility for one's own actions
Thxs .s a risky proposition, and if forced upon the
individual, can prove to be quite threatening.

For this reason, the differential group reports of
guilt experienced during a pain episode is of substantive
interest. It suggests (perhaps more than anything else)
that the bf/emo scan group was learning to accept
responsibility for their emotions. In contrast, the bf
group's experience of guilt continued to be primarily a

product of happenstance. While they did report decreases
in pain-related emotions, such decreases were probably the
result of their learned control over pain and physical
Stress.

Without denigrating the importance of learning to

control pain and stress from a biofeedback and relaxation

perspective, it should be noted that the individual's

emotional experiences are still vulnerable to factors

which are external to the person. Contrast this form of

control with the individual who not only learns to control
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pain and stress by means of relaxation .relaxation strategies, but who
acquires more specific control over emotional .emotional experiences
by incorporating cognitive intervention techniques.

in the above analyses, „e have found that biofeedback
xn conjunction with Emotion Scanning therapy is superior
to biofeedback alone in regard to specific negative
emotions experienced before and during pain episodes. „e
have not evaluated, thus Ear, the extent to which
biofeedback in conjunction with Emotion Scanning is

superior to biofeedback therapy alone when the variable in

question is directly related to (non-emotion) pain
variables.

In a fashion identical to that used in analyzing the

daily reports of peak emotional experiences, we compared
the first phase of therapy during which all subjects were

treated in the same manner to the last phase of therapy

during which the bf/emo scan group received Emotion

Scanning Therapy in addition to biofeedback therapy. When

this analysis was performed, an additional interaction

became apparent. While both the biofeedback group and

bf/emo scan group reported significant declines in the

duration of pain episodes over time, the bf/emo scan group

reported signficantly less duration of pain episodes over

time as compared to the biofeedback group. The
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statistical Significance of this interactional effect „asfend to .e the foUo«in,: P,i,x, = 6.38, p < .05. .3 can

half Of therapy when they are receiving Emotion Scanning
therapy, in comparison to the bf group who did not receive
such therapy. This is guite important for it suggests
that Emotion Scanning therapy not only results in less
emotional distress in association with pain, but actually
serves to affect the more objective dimension of time
Spent in pain.

This last finding is of particular interest. The
experience of pain is quite difficult to objectify. That
is, pain experiences are evaluated primarily in terms of

subjective reports related to perceived intensity,

perceived disability, and perceived emotionality related
to pain. The duration of reported pain episodes, however,

is somewhat more objective. Regardless of the perceived

precursors to pain and the perceived consequences of pain,

both of which are influenced by patients' attitudes toward

pain experiences, the duration of pain episodes is much

more directly connected to the experience itself. That

IS, a patient may exaggerate or diminish the experiences
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Figure 37

PA,N DURATION OVER TREATMENT PHASES

9.0 —

O
I

TREATMENT GROUPS— bf/emo scan croup
BF GROUP

TREATMENT PHASES

Of pain intensity, pain-related disability,

pain-related emotionality depending on the attitudes
toward pain, and/or the secondary gain features associated

with pain. However, most patients appear to be able to

distinguish on a more objective level the difference

between the presence of pain and the absence of pain, per

se. Hence, the finding of an interactional effect between

groups on the dimension of duration of pain episodes

suggests that Emotion Scanning not only benefits the

patient in terms of the subjective experience of

pain-related emotionality, but actually influences the
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connected with pain experiences.
is



CHAPTER VII

DISCUSSION

7.1 ASSUMPTIONS

The combined use of biofeedback and Emotion Scanning
therapy proved to be beneficial to patients, and had
greater therapeutic value than the use of biofeedback
therapy alone. in discussing the many details that are
contained in the findings, there are four assumptions that
need to be kept in mind. These four assumptions provide
the underpinning of a theoretical framework within which
the hard data and clinical observations are meaningfully

organized. These four assumptions are the following:

(1) A fundamental function of emotions is that they serve

to motivate the organism toward action. According to

Epstein, a primary emotion is "...a complex physiological

and behavioral response pa ttern . . . that is associated with

a specific action tendency, a specific state of

receptivity to stimulation, a specific pattern of

physiological arousal that is supportive of the other

176
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states, ana often with a specific pattern of expcessive
behavio... ,1982). In aaaition to the a.ove, he incXuaes
in his aef inition an affective nr f^^ilective or feeling component in
primary emotions (personal communication).

(2) in evaluating the aaaptive nature of emotion, a clear
aistinction neeas to be kept in mind between the emotion
ana the quality of the pleasure or pain associatea with
it. The aimension of pleasure/pain is not the same as
emotion. The emotion of rage, for instance, may be either
painful or pleasurable.

(3) Organisms do not respond to events in a vacuum. There
are numerous hormonal, humoral and electrochemical
response factors and proclivities at work in addition to

the intrapsychic mechanisms present. i would like to

propose in this context that initial states exist which

serve as filters through which events are organized.

In psychological terms, this principle of initial

states is aptly described by Epstein in his proposal of

"personal theories of realities" (Epstein, 1973, 1980;

Epstein and Erskine, 1983). According to Epstein,

individuals formulate implicit theories of reality because

they need such theories in order to make sense out of

daily experience. A personal theory of reality consists

of sub-theories related to the "self" and the "world".
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states can 5e .nae.stooa i„ t«o .espects „.ic. are
relevant to the present study. Fi„t in^- urst, in the gate control
theory proposed by Melzac. and Wall ,1965, 1982, and Wall
(1984,, afferent activity is influenced by efferent
systems that affect input transmission. Second, internal
states as determined by central excitatory and inhibitory
states, and also by humoral and hormonal states (what the
French school of physiological thought refer to as the
milieu interior, powerfully affect and in fact can
entirely change organismic and behavioral reactivity to
physically identical stimuli.

(4) Finally, the psychological and physiological
components that go into the establishment of initial
states are not fixed, but can be changed by experience.
We Shall refer to this as the principle of plasticity.

In psychological terms, I again make reference to

Epstein's proposal of a personal theory of reality.

Personal theories serve the function of assimilating

information into a coherent conceptual system, maintaining

a favorable pleasure-pain balance, and optimizing the

level of self-esteem. When information is received that

threatens the individual's self and/or world assumptions,

the individual has. the option of repressing the
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information, distorting the infnrTn = 4-

•

y tne information, changing the
Situation .elatea to t.e in^oc.ation, o. c.an.in^ t.e
assumptions which are in conflict with the information.

In physiological term=: n,=teems, the concept of neural
plasticity is highly relevant, and well demonstrated
According to this theory, neurological connections in the
brain are created, strengthened, or weakened according to
the quality and quantity of prior exposure to stimuli
(see, for instance, "Plasticity - The Mirror of
Experience", Spinelli and Jensen, 1979; "Plasticity
experience and resource allocation in motor cortex and
hypothalamus", Spinelli and Jensen, 1982) . Such
plasticity is not confined to dendritic connections within
the grey matter of the brain. It has also been shown to

occur in the spinal column (see Wall, 1984). Further,

there is substantial evidence that synaptic sensitivity to

various neurotransmitters can be altered by previous

experience (see Akiskal, 19_)

.

7.2 PLASTICITY IN PSYCHOSOMATIC PROBLEMS

The "plasticity" or potential for change, which we

rely on as therapists to set the stage for creating a more
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adaptive "initial state", i^ the sa.e plasticity ,o.
potential fo. change, which resulted in the maladaptive
initial state first observed.

substantial psychological or physiological change is
not come by easily. Change is gradual and requires hard
work by both the patient and therapist. changing
construals or automatic thoughts in response to an event
requires .ore than an intellectual appreciation of
alternative cognitive response patterns. So, too,
changing one's physiological responsivity requires more
than an intellectual appreciation of relaxation processes.
Each of these domains of intervention requires practice
both inside and outside of the office environment.

In our population of patients it was found that at

first the change was consciously initiated. That is, the

patient had to consciously decide to intervene in the

emotion reaction. [1] m this regard, negative

emotionality is taught to constitute a cue or signal to

[1] This decision to act upon the emotional experience, inItself, afforded immediate but temporary relief Thiswas manifested by the bf group's immediate ,* albei

t

temporary expression of reduced negativity in the
beginning stage of recorded therapy. There was also
an immediate, but temporary expression of reduced
negativity in the beginning stage of Emotion-Scanning
therapy by the bf/emo scan group.
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-pose one.s learnea strategies .or copin,. inUial
experience of t.e e.otlon was not necessarii, chan.ea, .ut
the ™eans of copin, „i,,

consequences of the negative e.otion were altered i„ .
therapeutically beneficial direction.

There are somewhat specific desiderata in optimising
therapeutic management of emotionally-tinged input: 1
continued practice in intervention techniques with hoped
for assimilation of the processes involved, and 2. the
acquisition of heightened sensitivity to the initial cues
forecasting a negative response. Ultimately, the new
construals of an event and the evocation of relaxation
responses become more automatic. That is, a new more
adaptive initial state can be realized via • automat ici ty
following on the heels of one's volitional endeavors.

7.3 INITIAL STATES IN PSYCHOSOMATIC PROBLEMS

Among the population of patients investigated in the

present study, there were essentially two initial states

that were of concern; i.e., the physiological and

psychological maladjustment. These patients all suffered

from psychosomatic pain disorders. [2] Thus, one of the
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intial states incorporated nhv^ini^ •

^^ «a Ptiysiological responses that
are presumed to have resulted in^uxted m, or resulted from a
psychological condition. Biofeedbarkoxoceedback therapy addresses
physiological systems. it trainc; ir.^- .trains individuals to induce
physiological changes which ar*=^ wnicn are incompatible with
pathophysiological dysfunction.

In addition to pain disorders, these patients also
presented with psychological maladjustment to their pain
syndromes. Thus, the other initial state that proved to
be of concern incorporated psychological responses that
are presumed to have resulted in, or from a physiological
dysfunction. Cognitive therapy addresses psychological
systems and trains individuals to induce change in their

emotional responsivi ty , with consequent change viewed as

incompatible with pathopsycholog ical dysfunction.

What was determined in the present study was that

physiological and psychological processes function, not as

separate entities, but as co-existant facets of the whole.

Thus, for example, in the use of biofeedback therapy, we

found that subjects who intervened in their physiological

[2] For all patients, the disorders had persisted for six
or more months prior to their seeking biofeedback
therapy and therefore these patients could also be
classified as chronic pain patients.
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general emotional negativity.

:.po.tanti„ „e also aete.™i„ea .,a. .o.pUn,
Physiological intervention with psyc.oXo, ical intervention
not only resulted in reduced r^^^r.reduced pam and reduced emotional
negativity, but actually served hn i ^ •-ty served to 1) significantly reduce
the negativity specifically experienced i„ con3unction
-th pain, 2, Significantly enhance one's sense of
self-estee.,

3, enhance one-s sense of control and
competency, 4, reduce the debilitating effects of negative
emotions, and 5, reduce or eliminate pain to a
significantly greater extent than that produced by
biofeedback alone.

Before we re-examine the specific findings from the
current study, I would like to re-address a basic premise
upon which this investigation was founded. This premise
states that physiological and emotional components of

experience can serve as both complementary and

antagonistic features of experience. That is,

physiological changes can, and do influence the emotional

network. Conversely, emotional changes can, and do,

influence the physiological network. It was for this

reason that Emotion-Scanning was devised as a
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ccple^enta., tool to .e usea in con,.ncUo„
biofeeabacK therapy when dealing with pain patients.

Let .3 now briefly re-exa.ine the tinaings derived
the present study.- first in ter.s of the general

improvements found across both treatment groups, and then
in terms of the arp;=»forgreater improvement found within the
bf/emo scan group.

7.4 GENERAL IMPROVEMENTS ACROSS TREATMENT GROUPS

Both treatment groups demonstrated marked improvement
over the course of therapy. Biofeedback therapy has been
defined by the APA assigned Task Force on biofeedback
therapy as "a treatment procedure that involves allowing a

patient/client to interact directly with a device that

informs the patient/client of the moment-by-moment state

of some bodily function. The patient/client uses this

information to bring about a change in the bodily function

by some mental means for the purpose of relieving

suffering or averting pathophysiological dysfunction"

(Rickles, Onoda, and Doyle, 1982). The biofeedback task

force further states that the "...treatment package of

relaxation plus frontalis EMG plus autogenic phrases plus
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ho.e p.actice p,.3 .o.e c.a.Un, is often eno.,, to
eliminate o. .ea.ce a.a.aticaU, the £.e,ue„c„ au.ation
and intensity of tension headaches in ^i^daacnes in many patients"
(ibid) .

Both of the treatment groups received all of the
above plus additional training in alternative relaxation
strategies, as well as more intensive charting techniques.
This, for both groups, went far beyond mere monitoring of
pain frequency, duration or intensity. Thus, it was not
surprising to find therapeutic gain across both of the
treatment protocols utilized in this study.

These findings can be summarized as follows:

1) Reductions over time of the EMG levels observed at
the start of sessions.

2) Increases over time of peripheral temperature

observed at the end of sessions.

3) Reductions in daily reports of anger, guilt, and

anxiety over weeks of therapy, and reductions in reports

of sadness over the first and second half of therapy.

4) Reductions over time in the reported incidences of

uncomfortable striated muscle and heart activity

associated with negative emotions.

5) Increases over time in the reported incidences of

comfortable striated muscle activity associated with
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positive emotions.

6) Reductions over time in both the episodic pain
reports of -pain intensity at its worsf and -pain
intensity at its least'.

7) Reductions over time in the reported duration of
pain episodes.

8) Reductions over time in reported disability as a
result of pain episodes.

9) Reductions over time in the reported intensities
of anxiety, guilt, and sadness both before and during pain
episodes.

10) Reductions over time in the reported intensity of

anger experienced before a pain episode.

The above results represent substantial support for

the use of biofeedback therapy, regardless of the presence

or absence of an adjunctive technique. In fact, were we

to consider the biofeedback group alone, this study would

have much to contribute to the literature. This is

because the major portion of biofeedback research has been

devoted to the comparison of biofeedback instrumentation

alone vs the teaching of relaxation techniques vs the use

of home monitoring vs the combined use of relaxation plus

positive pain-coping self-statements, etc.

In the design of the biofeedback protocol in the
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present study, we were .uidea by the analysis of
biofeedback research provided by the 1982 .p. Task Porce
This analysis .akes a distinction between the use of
biofeedback instru^^^

, biofeedback
th_era^ which incorporates biofeedback instrumentation,
relaxation training, home practice and home monitoring as
part of a comprehensive treatment package - a distinction
which is too often ignored by researchers in the field, as
well as by authors making comparative remarks about
biofeedback and some other form of therapy.

7.5 IMPROVEMENT SPECIFIC TO THE BF/EMO SCAN GROUP

In turning now to the principal contribution of this

investigator, i.e., Emotion-Scanning in conjunction with

biofeedback therapy, one may prefer the following:

To assume that increased production of alpha
band-width EEC rhythms, greater muscle
relaxation, lowered blood pressure, or digital
vasodilation will resolve all the
psychological, social, and environmental
antecedants of a psychophysiological symptom
IS at best naive. For the most oart,
biofeedback is a treatment of the symptom
rather than of the etiology or underlying
cause. . .other modalities of treatment must be
included with the biofeedback training to
enhance its effectiveness. (Rickles, et al.,
1982)

.
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This statement by the ts,<=ir cy tne task force on biofeedback
therapy stands in the forefront of the rationale for
xncorporating Emotion-Scanning therapy into the biofeedback
therapeutic regimen. Emotion Scanning went beyond the
symptom and addressed the cognitive, emotional, and
Physiological experience of the individual outside and
apart from the experience of pain, per se. That is, an
attempt was made to treat not merely the symptom ,e.g', by
teaching individuals to cope more effectively with pain),
but an attempt was made to treat the underlying
contributions and causes of the pain by teaching

individuals to cope more effectively with their emotional

experiences and the issues underlying their emotional
upset.

7.5.1 Primum est, non nocere

From the onset in the formulation and utilization of

this technique I was guided by the time-honored medical

dictum ~ "Primum non nocere", i.e., First, do no harm.

In other words, if you can't help a patient, at least

don' t hurt him.

Emotion-Scanning in conjunction with biofeedback
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therapy did not hinder the group's capacity for learning
control over physiological systems compared with the bf
group, as measured by frontalis EMC and digital
vasodilation. m fact, in all respects, the use of
Emotion-scanning did no harm to the patients, but in many
respects it did enhance their improvement.

Patients from the bf/emo scan group demonstrated
significant gains over the bf group in regard to measures
of general self-esteem, feelings of competency,

loveableness, likeableness and overall feelings of

identity and integration, as measured by the pre- and

post-administrations of the SOSE.

On the pre-post measures of the PETS, the variance
was too large to statistically combat the low power of the

test resulting from a small N. Nevertheless, a

nonsignificant tendency was found for improvement on the

measure of general positivity, and greater gains on all

the variables of the PETS were observed for the bf/emo

scan group, compared to the biofeedback group, with the

exception of the factor ' vigorousness '

.
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7.5.2 Pain and Êimotion

The scan ,.oup ae^onstratea si.niacant

^epo.ts o. pai.-.elatea emotions. Over u.e, .He .e/e.o
scan g.oup reported signiacantly less anxiety before ana
^urin, pain episoaes, less saaness before pain episoaes,
and less guilt auring pain episodes.

These findings are important because they indicate a
beginning capacity for these patients to aetach their
experience of discomfort from their emotions. i say
"beginning capacity" because the total number of sessions
received by these patients is guite short compared to the
average number of sessions estimated for pain patients at
pain centers. Our patients received one hour sessions one
time per week for a total of 10 weeks, or about two and a

half months of therapy. CARF approved pain centers, on
the other hand, estimate a course of therapy to require
three months, during which the patient is seen 2-3 times

per week and within which the patient receives not only a

variety of psychological intervention techniques, but

receives physical and occupational therapies as well.

Given the severity of pain problems which were

presented in the pain clinic employed in this study (and
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=o.pa.ea to t.e amount of .i.e aX.oetea .o ..e.apeutic
enaeavo.s a. pain centers, .o.aX o. .0 .He.ap, sessions
-- only four of w.ich „e.e specific to E.otion-Scannin,
therapy - is ™i„i.,i. ,,,3, ^^^^^

^^^^^
exciting, and I suspect that, had „e had .oce ti^e to
investigate these patients, „e would have found additional
Significant effects. [3]

The important point here is that the b£/e,„o scan
patients are reporting significant decreases in
pain-related emotional negativity. This is viewed as
important in a connlo r,fcouple of respects. First, and most
obviously, the patient is suffering less during pain. it
is bad enough to contend with discomfort, but when that

discomfort is compounded with heightened emotional
negativity it is as if the patient were suffering an

insult added to injury.

In the area of pain management, it is well

[3] While this study was not designed as a comparativeinvestigation of the relative merits of pain centersvs pam clinics, there is a cost-effective
consideration worth noting. The average cost oftherapy in our clinic is between $500.00 and $1000 00per individual patient. The average cost of therapy
at a CARF approved pain center is between $10,000 00and $12,000.00 per individual patient. In these days
of heightened medical costs, this is no small
consideration.
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sobstanuatea ..a. t.e ae,.ee o. ne.ati.U. ..3pon3e .oPa.n sensation affects the expedience of pain itseif ,see
for instance. The CJ^^u^ ^ ^^^^^^^
1982). The patient can get trappea within a .Catch-22.'
s.t.atio„ in Which the .ore negative one feels the ,.oce
pazn experience see^s to preao.inate, ana the .ore pain
one feels the more negative one becomes.

separating pain sensation from negative emotion
promises then to serve an important therapeutic function
The patient Should not only experience less emotional
distress during pain, but should experience less pain as
well! This is inaeea what „e found. The bf/emo scan
group resportea significantly less actual time spent in
pain than the bf group.

Overall, we can say with some confidence, then, that
the patients exposed to Emotion-Scanning, in addition to

their normal course of biofeedback therapy, suffered less
emotional turmoil in regard to their pain, and actually
had less pain. Further they made note-worthy gains in

their general positivity and significant gains in their

feelings of competency, loveableness
, likeableness , and

integration

.

The above represents statistical support for the use

of Emotion-Scanning in conjunction with biofeedback
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therapy in the treatment of psychosomatic pain aiso.aers
vers.s the .se of .iofeea.ac. the.apy aXone. x„ ..aition
to the above, there are so.e cogent clinical observations
that ™erit attention. These observations deal with
behavioral manifestations of enhanced benefits derived
from the combined use of biofeedback and Emotion-Scanning
therapy.

were

7.6 CLINICAL OBSERVATIONS

In the present study, questionnaire items

confined to examining individuals' perceptions and

evaluations of pain and daily emotion. Changes in the

actual behavior of individuals were not addressed.

Nevertheless, (to capitalize on an adage), "action speaks

louder than words", and in the bf/emo scan group adaptive

behavioral action was found that was by no means matched

by the bf group.

The following observations were not borne out by the

statistical analyses of the data. Nevertheless, they are

important because they directly reflect on the quality of

daily emotional experiences as such experiences were

communicated by the subjects in this study.
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.6.1 Positive Emotions

in regard to enhancing the experience of positive
emotions, three out of the fi.e b£/emo scan subjects
acquired a greater capacity to experience ana enjoy
positive emotions. Two of these subjects actually
reported the increases in terras of intensity ratings on
their home monitoring charts.

The third patient did not change her intensity
ratings of peak positive emotions in any systematic

fashion. However, her increased capacity for enjoyment
from life was well evidenced by the changes she made in

her life. For instance, she gave herself permission to

engage in more social activities, and she made the

decision to get a job so that she could add more meaning

to her life (as well as decrease some financial burdens

that had been of concern). Further, she took an active

role in changing the quality of communication which she

had with her children.

As an example, in the early part of therapy (prior to

the introduction of Emotion-Scanning), she complained that

her son bought her flowers for her birthday. She

complained bitterly that no one really cared for her and

stated that if her son 'really cared' he would clean out
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her garage instead of givinq her fi^giving her flowers which reminded
her of funerals.

Needless to say, the birthday pa.ty was less than
successful ana both the patient and he. fa.ily wound up
feeling angry and rejected. Of course, the patient was
not really angry that her son had bought her flowers, she
was actually angry and jealous that her son had been
helping his ailing father-in-law with some labor and was
temporarily less available to help her. However, at this
point in time, the patient was unable to separate out for
herself the various issues which were contributing to her
feelings. As a consequence, she ultimately expressed
irrational anger at the receipt of a gift and denied both
herself and her family an opportunity to enjoy each other.

Eventually the patient began to deal more effectively

with events and issues. she was less prone to evaluate

her children's actions in terms of a mental tally sheet

recording how much she did for them versus how much they

did for her in return.

The same degree of willingness to open oneself up to

positive experiences and affect positive change was not

observed among individuals in the bf group.
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7.6.2 Negative Emotions: Changing the Initial State

The cont.ol ove. negative emotions was also something
that was Ultimately .anifestea hy the bt/e.o scan g.oup to
a .uch g.eatec aeg.ee than .y the

behavioral changes ca.e about within a specific ao.ain o£
a subject's life as a result- of • •result of insight into his/her
self-aestructive .eans of construing certain .indsof
events. "insight" as used here is conceptually a.in to a
sudden acceptance of a new initial state.

AS one patient remarked in regard to what she had
previously received as a lack of sympathy from a

significant other - "You told me not to label myself as a
'pain patient' because I would [neglect all the positive
parts] of my life. You said I'm a person who happens to
have pain, not a pain person. So I kept telling myself
what you said everytime I got [mad] until i finally
realized that what I really was was a 'PAIN' - not a pain

person or a person with pain, but a big pain in the ass!"

(sic)

While this woman tended to state her ideas using less

formal language than psychologists do, she was expressing

insight into her own contribution to many of the

interpersonal conflicts she had with her significant
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other. She was attempting to communicate taking
responsibility for her feelings of anger and, having
accepted such responsibility she was in a better position
to change the quality of her interpersonal communications.

7.6.3 The Plasticity of Negative Emotions

Primarily, the control over negative emotions took

the form of remedial action after the onset and

recognition of the negative emotional experience. The

negative emotion actually served as a cue to initiate

corrective responses. [4] Upon reflection, the use of

negativity as a cue or signal for initiating adaptive

change follows, in part, from the Emotion-Scanning

protocol wherein patients first practiced emotional recall

and then practiced cognitive re-formulation of the event.

Using negativity as a cue for initiating adaptive

change follows, as well, from a need for the individuals

to practice their techniques and become more comfortable

[4] Using adversive events as a cue to initiate corrective
responses was also found among both groups in their
control over critical moments of pain; e.g., muscle
spasm often became a cue to initiate deep breathing
techniques

.
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with the new construals they were att.m ^•
^,

^ attempting to apply tothe situations a.a events they enco.nte.ea. .s previously
statea, the ficst step in effecting change ca^e e.o™ a
conscious utilization of the learn^H ^ ulearned techniques (both
relaxation and cognitive re-£or.ulation techniques, in the
intervention of negative emotional sequences. This is not
the sa.e as aborting or negating a specific negative
emotion, although intervention ™ay abort, negate, or
qualitatively alter further negative reactivity.

TO better understand what I .ean by this, I should
like to refer back to Eptein's definition of a pri-nary
emotion. Epstein (1980) has conceptualized an emotion as
a "complex, flexibly organized action tendency". m
addition to the essential motivating characteristic of an
emotion, he includes in his definition the components of

receptivity, supportive physiological arousal, expressive
behavior at times, and affective or feeling components.

Within this definition, there are two components that

proved to be of especial concern within the population of

patients dealt with in the present study — (i) the

supportive physiological arousal, and (2) the action

tendency. In addition to the above, a final component of

emotion which proved to be of primary concern in the

present study is the dimension of pleasure/pain. It is
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separate from emotion, and 1= =
.

and It IS suggested that negative
emotions are not necessarily painful.

7.6.3.1 Arousal, Action Tendencies, and Affective Pain

Biofeedback therapy provided all of the patients with
a means of intervening in terms of the supportive
physiological arousal of negative emotions. However, the
pleasure/pain and action tendency components of emotions
were only indirectly touched on by such physiological
intervention.

For the majority of individuals in this study,
negative emotions were accompanied by adversive or painful
feelings. These adversive feelings appeared to be

primarily a product of the fact that, while these

individuals experienced a tendency toward action in

response to negative emotions, they had no clear, adaptive

form of action to take.

Behaviorally, this often took the form of

passive-aggressive responses, or responses that alternated

between passivity and aggressivi ty . For most of these

patients, there was no middle ground.

I would suggest that the reason for the extreme forms
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«°ras, .ost o. ..e patients .n.ol.ea i„ t.U stoa. .e.tuneas, „UH negative emotions a„a .esponaea to t.eU
emotions euner aen.in, t.ei. eeeXin^s alto.ethe. o.
displacing them.

once patients began to practice E.otion-Scanning
techniques, the painfuZness of negative emotions aec.easea
and, as a consequence, .any of the. began to view negative
emotions as less threatening. Those individuals who
demonstrated Skill at using cognitive re-for.ulation in
their daily lives began to conceptualize negative emotions
as motivators toward further action rather than as
horrendous experiences to be avoided, denied, displaced,
or somehow purged from their systems. [5)

Behaviorally, this change in attitude toward negative
emotions was manifested in a number of ways. For one,

[5] On occasion, some patients actually communicated aheightened intensity of negative emotions for a Ume
oationfr" f?' ^^'^L ' suspect, was because thepatients allowed themselves to acknowledge theirnegative emotions - as if giving themselvespermission to feel badly. But at the same time thatthe patients communicated more intense negativeemotions, one had the distinct impression that theseemotions were less affectively painful
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many individuals became more assertive as an^j.vk^. AS an example,
one woman spent every working day coniurinn n^ May (-onjuring up excuses to
avoid having lunch with a co-worker who apparently devoted
the lunch hour to an opportunity to malign the patient's
boss. The patient stated that she basically li.ed the
co-worker, but could not tolerate her incessant
negativism. The conversations were quite distressing to
the patient. However, the machinations she evolved for
avoiding the woman proved to be even more distressing than
the conversation, e.g., she would claim to have too much
work and forfeit her own lunch hour, she would claim to

have an appointment and essentially hide-out for an hour,

she would displace her hostility and have a temper tantrum

in the office (which served to 'scare-off the co-worker),

or she would develop a headache. An hour or more before

lunch the patient would begin to develop her excuses in

anticipation of the invitation to lunch, thereby creating

a situation for herself in which the quality of her

morning work began to suffer (which, in turn, affected her

self-esteem)

.

With Emotion-Scanning therapy, the patient began to

formulate constructive ways of dealing with the situation.

She began to communicate her feelings to the co-worker

without accusation or recrimination, and requested a
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change in the co-worker .-or,,worker s conversational behavior. Thus
she became more assertive in reaar^ horegard to communicating her
own needs in this area.

Xntecesti„,X„ her decision to .eaX .ore airectl,
wxth the issue did not reduce her feelings of negativity
but xt did Change the .quality of her e.notional distress
Rather than having anticipatory anxiety i„ .egardto
formulating and presenting her contrived excuse for the
aay and then feeling guilt because she was constantly
lieing to her friend, she had anticipatory anxiety in
regard to following through with her decision to be
assertive. She then felt guilt because she "might have-
hurt her friend's feelings.

in terms of behavioral implications, it can be said
that her anxiety and guilt after Emotion-Scanning therapy
were 'healthier- than the anxiety and guilt she

communicated prior to Emotion-Scanning. Early forms of

anxiety grew out of feelings of being trapped in a

situation and the guilt grew out of her heavy reliance on

telling lies to avoid an unpleasant encounter. Later

forms of anxiety grew out of the felt risk that is

inherent in change; i.e., her conscious decision to be

assertive in the future. The volitional change in

communication was, in the long run, constructive even
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though it was uncomfortable.

In ter^s Of her expressions o£ g.Ut, there is a
qualitative difference between feeling g.iit because one
has .iolatea a pri^ar, belief, or superego-constraint,
Which states that "lieing is badi" versus feeling guilty
as a result of one-s sensitivity to the feelings of
Others

,

Notice the difference in the pleasure-pain quality
Which is likely to be associated with each of the above
forn,s of quilt. In the first case, the painful quality of
the emotion is likely to be quite negative because the
guilt is derived from a cognitive conclusion that "lieing
is bad and I lied; therfore I am bad". In the second
case, the painful quality of the emotion is likely to be

less negative - and may even be positive - because the

guilt is derived from a cognitive conclusion that

"sensitive people don't like to hurt other people's

feelings; Inasmuch as I realize that I may have hurt

someone's feelings, I am a sensitive person".

7.6.4 Controlling Negative Consequences

another behavioral manifestation of the enhanced
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over
the .exatlve .e.Us of biofeeabacK therap, aXone too. the
for. Of aecreasing the aeblHtating effects of negative
emotions. in a previous exa.pXe, a patient was p.esentea
Who statea that while he stiXl felt initial an.er i„
response to verbally-abusive casino customers, he no
longer "carrlea" his anger with hi. as he dealt with
others; i.e., he substantially reaucea the a.ount of
projection ana aisplacement he haa previously engaged in.
Nor aia he continue to He awake at night feeling angry
ana frustratea as he ru.inatea about the unpleasant
encounter. Succinctly put, he learnea to 'let go- of
unnecessary emotional aistress. He • let go- after the
fact; i.e., he continuea to automatically respona with
anger to verbally abusive customers because he continued
to automatically construe their comments in terms of a

personal attack. Hence, in this particular area of the

patient-
s life, he continuea to experience initial anger.

However, the aebilitating effects of the Initial anger

were substantially reaucea.
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7.6.5 Averting Negative Emotions

on occasion, patients would communicate the
integrated use of Emotion-Scanning and relaxation s.iUs
that actually served to avert the experience of
unnecessary negative emotions. On the occasions of such
control over potential negativity, the patient was
normally ,uite sensitive to the (actual or possible,
physiological and cognitive signals present. These
Signals served to forewarn the patient of the potential
for needlessly responding in a negative fashion if
appropriate intrapersonal intervention went unheeded. An
interesting episode that was presented to me by one of the
bf/emo scan patients will serve to elucidate the point.

In this instance, the patient was standing in line

behind a man at the bank. The man was apparently angry
and in a hurry. As the patient related the story, when
the man reached the bank teller, she looked up at hira and

smiled politely. The man, on the other hand, refused

eye-contact and said nothing. He shoved his papers at

her, drummed his fingers and feet impatiently as he waited

for the completion of his transaction and — once

completed — grabbed his receipts and stomped out of the

bank.
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The patient then stepped £o.„a.a, s.iled at the
telle, and .e^.ested to cash a cheC. Xn response the
telle, said nothing declined to .a.e e,e contact, ,.a..ed

the transaction with evident, iU-disguised annoyance As
the teller was stuffing the ™oney into an envelope, she
turned to a neighboring teller and stated, "I can't stand
people who throw things at me!" (referring, of course, to
the impatient man she had just recently encountered). m
the midst of making the above statement, the teller
roughly tossed the envelope of money i„ the direction of
my patient. Only by happenstance did the patient prevent
the envelope from flying to the floor (by virtue of the
fact that her chest was resting against the counter and
served as an obstacle to the -flying moneyed missile').

The patient was quite enthusiastic about the event

because as she watched the teller's emotional state change

in response to the angry customer, she realized that the

same kind of negative change could take place within

herself if she had allowed herself to respond according to

old patterns. The event served as an "ah-ha" experience

in which the patient felt a meaningful integration of all

the principles she had been practicing as part of her

Emotion-Scanning and relaxation training.



CHAPTER VI II

CONCLUSIONS

The null hypothesis that Emotion Scanning does not
enhance the effectiveness of biofeedback therapy was
disproven by the present study. Greater improvement

occurred for the bf/emo scan group than the bf group.

Some of the findings were statistically based and some

were based on clinical judgement. AH of the findings

provide us with a better understanding of how Emotion

Scanning functions when combined with biofeedback, and

promote a greater understanding of the relationship

between emotions and pain, in general.

A major conclusion arrived at in the present study is

that Emotion Scanning does not necessarily alter the

perceived intensity of daily emotions (at least, beyond

that which is produced by Biofeedback therapy alone)

.

However, the quality of the emotions did change as a

consequence of the therapy.

This conclusion is based on clinical evaluation and

judgement of the two groups in terms of behavioral changes

which became manifested among bf/eino scan individuals

after the introduction of Emotion Scanning therapy. It is

207
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also based on the findings derived fro™ the PETS and the
SOSE. It „iU be recalled that the two groups did not
differ from one another in regard to the PETS- post-test
scores. On the other hand, they did differ in a
statistically significant fashion in regard to the
post-test scores on the SOSE.

Because the PETS assesses the frequency of various
emotions and traits, whereas the SOSE assesses, as the
name suggests, sources of self-esteem, this finding
provides some insight into how Emotion Scanning functions
within therapy. Biofeedback therapy in and of itself is

sufficient to generally enhance the positive nature of

individuals' emotions, just as biofeedback combined with

Emotion Scanning does. However , Emotion Scanning appears

to tap into another dimension of emotional experience

which relates to the meaningfulness of emotions in terms

of one's self-esteem. Whether positive emotions take on

greater import, or negative emotions take on less, was not

determined in a statistical manner. However, clinical

judgements suggest that both proved to be the case for the

bf/emo scan group.

In looking back at the assumptions presented earlier,

it was stated that a primary function of emotions is that

they serve to motivate the individual. It was also stated
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that in evaluating the aualit-,,y ^ne quality of an emotion, it is
important to bear in mind thp ^.-c^-»'ina the distinction between an
emotion and the pleasure or pain associated with it. m
the present study, two fundamental changes took place in
relationship to these two assumptions.

First, most individuals in the bf/emo scan group
ultimately accepted the view that negative emotions are
not something to be avoided or denied. They began to look
at emotions as sources of information about themselves and
the world, and as potentially healthy motivators of human
action. This served to make negative emotions much less

threatening, and much less painful.

In addition, they became cognizant of options in

regard to what Epstein has referred to as action

tendencies. The tendency toward action inherent in any

experience of emotion is well established. Broadly

speaking, Horney's concepts of moving toward, moving

against, and moving away from others is relevant. The

direction of the tendency is defined, but of course the

specific form of action within the tendency is not.

Thus, in response to an automatic evaluation of a

situation that one is being (verbally) attacked, one is

likely to experience anger and tend toward movement that

is against (i.e., in opposition to) the offending party.
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The pleasure or pain associated with the anger is liKely
to be a product of a number of factors.

1) One's belief about the emotion of anger:

If one believes that anger is a 'bad emotion', then the
experience of anger is going to be associated with painful
feelings

,

2) One's cognizance of options relating to the form of
action that can be pursued:

If an individual perceives himself or herself as having no
options, or no options that would prove to be

non-disruptive to a personal theory of reality (Epstein),

then the pleasure-pain component of the emotion is likely
to be negative.

3) One's awareness of intervention techniques in regard to

the emotional experience:

If one does not have a means of intervening and dealing

with the emotion, then the pleasure-pain quality of the

emotion is less likely to change. This is not the same as

having options in regard to specific actions. There are

times in life when, in fact, there are no options in terms

of changing the situation or event leading to an emotion.

However, if an individual is aware of strategies for

alleviating the impact of the emotion, the possibility of

changing the pleasure-pain quality of the emotion is
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ennancea. .,,3
^^^^^^^^^^

techniques, cognitive re-for.ulation, o. both
4) in line with the above, one ..st he ,3e the
intervention techniques at his or her disposal, it is not
enough to have an intellectual awareness of coping
strategies. if individual has either too .uch
secondary gain fro™ engaging an otherwise unpleasant
negative emotion, or too little plasticity to incorporate
new for^s of coping responses, then the painful quality
associated with the emotion is lively to re.ain unchanged
regardless of the therapy employed.

Another conclusion arrived at in the present study
concerns the fact that individuals are •primed' to use
therapeutic strategies in terms of their own goal-directed
structures. Thus, even though the groups did not differ

significantly in their intensity reports of daily
emotions, they did significantly differ in terms of their

intensity reports of pain-related emotions.

This finding is relevant to the third assumption

presented earlier relating to the principle of initial

states. As stated, initial states are both physiological

and psychological in character. One basic initial

psychological state that is inherent in all therapeutic

endeavors is the patient's belief that the therapy will
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(or win not) prove beneficial " °^^'^=°"'ing difficulties
Thxs belief. Of course, serves as a fi.^ ^'Iter through which
therapeutic information is received.

Por the .ost part, all of the patients in this stud,
had a positive orientation toward therapy, and all of the™-ed their therapeutic instruction in „a.s that were
specific to alleviating pain problems.

An important aspect of initial states -
i e the

interaction of the soma and the psyche - was supported 1
the present study. Individuals whose training is confined
to teaching them physical responses that are incompatiable
with pain and generalized emotional stress experience a
concomitant diminution of negative emotions (both daily
and pain-related). Conversely, individuals, whose
training consists of the above as well as teaching them
cognitive responses that are incompatible with emotional
distress and generalized pain experience not only a

greater diminution of negative emotions, but actually

experience less pain as well. Thus, this study offers

further support for the conclusion that physical states

influence emotional states, and emotional states influence

physiological states.

In this regard, we are touching on the final

assumption presented earlier which avers that initial
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states ace subject to change. Borrowing f.o™ physiology,
we referred to this as the principle of plasticity. The
patients in this study had essentially been caught within
a "Catch-22" pheno.enologic structure wherein they
expereinced pain which lowered their threshold to negative
emotions, and they experienced negative emotions which
lowered their threshold to pain. with the advent of
Emotion scanning, the emotionally-generated action
tendencies became individually clarified in regard to

action strategies, thereby changing the pleasure-pain
component of negative emotion. The initial reactivity
state was also eventually changed so that over time the

continued accrual of maladaptive responses was slowed, and

often reversed.
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APPFmOIX c

Sources of Self -Esceem (SOSE) Inventory*

describfyou. 'nlTAT'oTTo^Tl
— -^^ly the following ite.s"""

do not maL any nlrks on this lo^ ^^p^ ^""^ '"^^^ provided,
pencil (S2 or less).

^""^^ ^"^^ -° "'^^^ ^ lead

best tTrety on'lSt^L^^^^J" ^^^^^ -'^-^ — -rors. It is
following scale for Ur^^J^Jponses^

^^"^^^^ ^^^^ the

completely Maxnly Partly True mUKI? Completelytaxse and True True
Partly False

^'
?dtn•r^lT.^^''''t T ^° '"^^^ "^^'^ things becauseX don t really know what I want.

2. I nearly always feel that I am physically attractive.

3. I often fail to live up to my moral standards.

4. I am very v.-ell liked and popular.

5. In general, I know who I am and where I am headed in my life.

6. I nearly always feel that I am physically fit and healthy.

7. I axa not easily intimidated by others.

8. No matter v.'hat the pressure,
another human being.

no one could ever force me to hurt

9. I don't have much of an idea
five years.

about what my life will be like in

10. On occasion, I have tried to
responsibilities

.

find a v/ay to avoid unpleasant

'Pre-publication draft (Form S:i82) . To be used only with written
permission. Requests to use this inventory should' be addressed to:
Edward J. O'Brien, Department of Psychology, Buckneil University,
Lewisburg, Pennsylvania 17837.

(c) Edward J. O'Brien and Seymour Epstein, 1982
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SOS£ Inventory

Completely Mainly Partly True hIIKI^ CompletelTfalse raise and True True
Partly False

le^GT"^^^^^
^ comfortable being a follower than a

12. I often feel that I lack direction in my life— i.e. , that I haveno long-range goals or plans.

13. I occasionally have doubts about whether I will succeed in life.

14. I am usually able to demonstrate my competence when I am beinqevaluated. ^

15. I usually do the decent and moral thing, no matter what the
teirptation to do otheri-rise.

16. I sometimes feel disappointed or rejected because my friends
haven't included me in their plans,

17. I almost always have a clear conscience concerning my sexual
behavior

.

18. Most people who know me consider me to be a highly talented
eurvd competent person.

19. There are times when I doubt my sexual attractiveness.

20. I nearly alv;ays feel that I am better physically coordinated than
most people Cof ny own age and sex)

.

21. There Iiave been times when I felt ashamed of my physical
appearance

.

22. I have no problem with asserting myself.

23. I have trouble letting others know how much I care for and love
them.

24. I occasionally worry that in the future I may have a problem with
controlling ray eating or drinking habits.

There are times when I have doubts about my capacity for
maintaining a close love relationship.
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27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

Sometimes it's hard for me to believe that the different aspectsof my personality can be part of the same person.

There have been times when I have felt like getting even withsomebody for something they had done to me.

I sometimes have a poor opinion of myself.

I feel that I have alot of potential as a leader,

I often feel guilty about my sexual behavior.

There are no areas in which I have truly outstanding ability.

Once r have considered an ir-.portant decision thoroughly, I havelittle difficulty making a final decision.

In tir.es of uncertainty and self doubt, I have always been able
to turn to my family for encourage.T.ent and support.

The thought of shoplifting has never crossed my mind.

I feel that I don't have enough self discioline.

My friends almost always make sure to include me in their plans.

I usually feel that I am better looking than most people.

I have never felt that I v/as punished unfairly.

On occasion I have avoided dating situations because I feared
rejection.

I am usually able to learn new things very quickly.

41. I have occasionally felt that others were repelled or "out off"
by my physical appearance.

42. I seldo.Ti experience much conflict between the different sides
of my personality.

43. I occasionally have had the feeling that T have "gone astray,"
and that I am leading a sinful or immoral life.

44 I cun sometimes concerned over my lack of self control.

45. I am usually very pleased and satisfied with the way I look.
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SOSE Inventory

1 3
Completely Mainly Partly True

False False and
Partly False

Mainly Completely
True True

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

I often feel torn in different directions and unable to decidewhich way to go.

There have been times when I intensely disliked someone.

There have been times when I have felt rejected by my family.

I have often acted in ways that went against my moral values.

It hardly ever matters to me whether I win or lose in a game.

51.

52.

53.

54.

56.

57.

58.

59.

60.

People nearly always enjoy spending time with me.

There have been times when I have lied in order to get out of
something

.

I put myself down too much.

I occasionally feel that no one really loves me and accepts me
for t.he oerson I am.

55. I have almost never felt the urge co tell someone off.

All in all, I v'ould evaluate myself as a relatively successful
perso.i at t.his stage m my life.

There have been occasions when I took advantage of someone.

Most of the people I know are in better physical condition them
I am.

I often give in to temptation and put off work on difficult
tasks

.

I nearly always have a highly positive opinion of myself.

61. I have difficulty maintaining my self concrol when I am
under pressure.

Go on to Page 5. Be^ sure to read the
Directions for Part 3 before you proceed.
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SOSE Inventory

Part B: In this section you are to describe how often youexperience the thoughts and feelings described in each item. Use thefollowing scale for your responses:

_i 2 3 4 5Almost Selaom Sometiinas Fairly
"

verv
^^^^^ °^ Rarely Often Often

62. How often do you expect to perform well in situations chatrequire alot of ability?

63. How often dc you feel confident that you have tor someday will
have) a lasting love relationshi:^?

64. How often do you feel that others are attracted to you because
of the way you look?

65. How often do members of your family have difficulty exraressing
their love for vou?

66. How often dc you feel dissatisfied with yourself?

67. How often do you wish that you were more physically attractive?

68. How often do you feel proud of the v.-ay that you stay with a
task until you complete it?

69. How often do you feel a sense of vitality and pleasure over the
way your body functions in physical activities?

70. How often do you feel that you are a very important and
significant person?

71. Do you ever "stretch the truth" and say things that aren't
completely true?

72. How often do you have trouble learning difficult new tasks?

73. VJheri you are meeting a person for the first time, do you ever
think that the person might not like you?

74. How often are you pleased with yourself because of the amount
of self discipline and v;illpov/er that you have?

75. How often do you feel very certain about v/hat you want out of
life?
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SOSE Inventory

1
Almost Seldom Sometijnes Fairly ~V°r"
'^^^^^ or Rarely Often Often

76- Kow often do you feel self conscious or awkward while you areengaged in physical activities?

77. How often do you feel that you are more successful than most
people at controlling your eating and drinking behavior?

78. How often are you complimented on your physical appearance?

79. How often does your body perform excaptionally well in physical
activities, such as dancing or sports?

80. Kow often do you feel uncertain of your moral values?

81. How often do you feel really good about yourself?

82. Hew often do you feel in top physical condition?

83. How often do you feel that you cam do well at almost anything
you try?

34. Do you ever gossio?

35. How often do you feel able to openly express warm and loving
feelings tov/ard others?

86. How often are you able to exercise more self-control than most
of the people you know?

87. How often do you feel clumsy when ycu are involved in physical
activities?

88. Kow often do you feel conflicted or uncertain about your career
plans?

89. How often do you lose when you get into argur.ents or disagreements
with, otiiers?

90. How often do you feel h_Lgi-J.y satisfied with the future you see

for yourself?
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SOSE Inventory

Almost Seldom Sometimes Fairly Very
Never or Rarely Often Often

91- How often does your body feel "out of sorts" or sluggish?

92. How oft.in do you gladly accept criticism when it is deserved?

93. How often do you (by your behavior) set a good moral example
for others younger than yourself?

94. How often do you feel lacking in self-confidence?

95. Have you ever felt alone and unloved?

96. How often do you feel certc.in that people you meet will like you?

97. When you are involved in group discussions, how often do you
feel that your ideas have a strong influence on others?

98. How often are you pleased with your sense of moral values?

99. Does it ever seem to you that some people dislike you intensely,
that they "can't stand" you?

100. Ho'.v often are you able to be assertive and forceful in situations
where ot.hers are trying to take advantage of you?

101. V.'hen you go out with someone for the first time, how often do

you feel that you are weli-liked?

102. How often do you feel unattractive whan you see your sei- naKec;

103. Have you ever felt that you lack the intelligence needed to

succeed m certain types of interesting work?

104. Do you enjoy it when you are in a position of leadership?

105. How often do you feel that you are one of the more popular and

likable members of your social group?
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SOSE Inventory

Almost Seldom Sometimes Fairly verv
Never or Rarely Often Often

106. Have you ever felt irritated when soineone asked you for a favor?

107. How often do you feel that you are not as intelligent as youwould like to be?

108. How often do people who::i you love go out of their way to let
you know how much they care for you?

109. How often are you able to resist ter-.ptations and distractionsm order to conplete tasks you are v/orking on?

110. How often do you approach new tasks with alot of confidence in
your ability?

111. How often do you feel uneasy when you are in a position of
leadership?

112. Have you ever felt jealous of the good fortune of others?

113. How often do you have a strong influence on the attitudes
and opinions of ot.hars?

114. How often do you enjoy having others v/acch you while you are
engaged in physical activi-ies such as dancing or sports?

115. How ofzen is it hard for you to ad.Tiit it v/hen you have made
a mistiaks?

116. How ofte.n do you feel highly satisfied with the way you live
up to your moral values?
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2

-ELINC3 BEFORE and DURING PALN EPISODE (BEFCRE.B. DURIN-C^D)

NEITHER— >.

POSITIVE FEELING !

J. NEGATIVE FZELVIC

SECURE, UNTHREATENED
, SAFE !

HAPPY. CHEERFUL, JOYOUS T
LOVTUG, AFFECTIONATE, KINDLY !

WORTHY, FLEASED-w^SELF, PRCUD i'

SECURE, UNTHREATENED, SAFE !

HAPPY, CHEERFUL, JOYOUS

LOVING, AFFECnONATE, KINDLY !

WORTfTY, PL£ASED-«-SELF, PROUD !

SECURE, UNTHREATENED, SAFE !

HAPPY, CHEERFUL, JOYOUS !

LOVirc, AFFECTIONATE, KINDLY !

WORTHY. PLEASED-w-SELF, PROUD
<'

SECURE. UNTHREATENED, SAFE !

HAPPY, CHEERFUL, JOYOUS •

LOVING. AFFECTIONATE, KirmLY !

WORTHY, PL£ASED-«^ELF. PROUD !

SECURE. UNTHREATENED, SAFE >.

]
HAFPY, CHEERFUL, JOYOUS !

i LOVDIC, AFFECTIONATE, KINDLY (

WORTWY, PLEASED-w^ELF
, PROUD r

SECURE, 'JNTHREATENED, SAFE .'

HAPPY, CHEERFUL, JOYOUS !

: LOVING. AFFECTIONATE, HNDLY !

WORTHY, PLEASED-u-SELF , PROUD !

SECURE, UNTHREATENED, SAFE !

HAPPY, CHEERFUL, JOYOUS !

LOVING, AFFECTIONATE, iCINDLY !

'^RTHY, PL£ASED-«-SELF, PROUD !

_! FRIGHTENED, WORRIED, ANXIOUS

.! SAD. UNHAPPY. DEPRESSED

.! ANGRY, ANNOYED, DISGUSTED

.! DIS?LEASED-*<-SELF, ASHAMED, GUn,IY

FRIGHTENED, WORRIED, ANXIOUS

SAD, UNHAPPY, DEPRESSED

ANGRY. ANNOYED. DISGUSTED

DISPLEASED-w-oELF
, ASHAMED. GUILTY

FRIGHTENED. WORRIED, ANXIOUS

SAD, UNHAPPY, DEPRESSED

ANGRY, ANNOYED. DISGUSTED

DISPLEASED-«-oELF
, ASHAMED. OUllTi

FRIGHTENED, WORRIED, ANXIOUS

SAD. UNHAPPY. DEPRESSED

ANGRY. AJWOYED. DISCUSTH3

DISPLEASED-w-SELF
, ASHAMED, CrrtLTY

_! FRIGHTENED, WORRIED. ANXIOUS

_! SAD. UNHAPPY. DEPRESSED

_! ANGRY. ANNOYED, DISGUSTED

_! DISPLEASED-w^ELT
. ASHAMED, GUILTY

_! FRIGHTENED. WORRIED. ANXIOUS

_! SAD. UNHAPPY. DEPRESSED

J ANGRY, ANNOYED. DISGUSTED

J DISPLEASED-w-SELF. ASHAMED. GUILTY

FRIGHTENED. WORRIED, ANXIOUS

_! SAD. UNHAPPY, DEPRESSED

_! ANGRY. ANNOYED. DISCJSTED

! DIS?LEi\SED-«-SELF
. ASHAMED, CUILTY
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REACT I or ! CHART
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1

Mild

>> I.

Q. II
a. ;>

3
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)
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Rats Intensity of 1

Bodily Changea: MUd Mcxierate

Day

u
la

"a
o
n
£

Heart

Hand

Temp.

Breathing

n

<-

O

""""""""""—^

Ua? apacs below to dsacrib- m pr-ciae dstail

the bodily rsactiona that too< piac3.

Day

Uas spacs below to deacrib- m preciss ::scail

the bodily reactiona that tooK place.
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